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Abstract 

When creating virtual reality environments, much of the behaviour and interaction needs to be pro

grammed. Non-experts of computers inevitably lack the programming skills necessary to create 

useful applications. Specifying behaviours and interactions remains in the domain of the program

mer. Novice users wanting to create virtual environment solutions require that the creation of their 

environments be mediated through a programmer's interpretation. 

In this dissertation, we explore methods for empowering non-programmers with the ability to de

velop their own virtual environment applications. We explored some of the existing systems to 

determine what methodologies have already been successfully (or unsuccessfully) applied in the 

fields of virtual environment systems, authoring tools, and graphical user interfaces. From these 

methodologies we describe an ideal virtual environment authoring system with which comparisons 

may be drawn to evaluate existing systems. This ideal system represents a tool ideal in its ability 

to allow users of differing levels of skill to rapidly create virtual environment applications of any 

sophistication. 

Creating such a single, generic authoring tool for every different kind of application is, practically, 

an impossible task - more so if the authors are non-programmers. A more realistic solution to the 

problem would be to think of every environment as having a particular context such as a virtual 

museum or gallery. Creating authoring tools specific to these types of environment contexts greatly 

reduces the problem. We have therefore produced a progressive meta-authoring system that allows 

both novice and advanced users to create useful virtual reality applications, allowing the smooth 

migration of novice users to becoming more experienced. We believe that our system overcomes 

problems in architecture and support for novice users that can be found in many other authoring 

systems for virtual environments. 
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Chapter 1 

Introductioll 

1.1 Virtual Environment Authoring 

As new technologies are developed, different types of applications become possible. For example, 

with the advent of technologies such as accelerated graphics hardware, three-dimensional virtual 

environment interfaces have begun to be realised. Virtual environments (or virtual reality) are an 

exciting new technology that holds many promises for many different applications in the future. 

According to Winograd [62], all such emerging technologies progress through a process of maturity. 

In the first phase of any new technology, initially it is difficult to employ. The potential and benefits 

of it may also not be initially realised "its appeal is mainly for those who are fascinated with it for 

its own sake". Virtual environments are a technology that is still in this first phase of maturity - as 

an exciting, new technology, its benefits as a practical technology have not yet been fully realised. 

Consequently, its main cunent use is by researchers and special interest groups. In the second phase 

of emerging technology development, the economic benefits of using a technology are developed 

to a point where it can be used within industry; where businesses will use it for practical purposes. 

The third and final phase of a maturing technology would be when the technology becomes appeal 

driven - it would be used purely because it satisfies some need or urge. 

For some part, virtual environments are driven by improved graphics hardware. This, in itself, is 

being driven by the computer gaming industry, already in its third phase of maturity. Although 

virtual environment technologies have been hyped extensively, many of these hyped "beneficial Univ
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

applications" have failed to materialise. The Cultureware project [601 is one such project, an as

pect of which was to provide a "convincing virtual context", that ultimately failed to deliver a fully 

interactive experience. The Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) is described as a three

dimensional analogy to HTML [111. Previously hyped as the "next best thing" for the World Wide 

Web, it has also failed to gain market acceptance [39]. Such failures have unfortunately resulted 

in these technologies lacking commercial credibility. Commercially, virtual environments can pro

vide a method of visualising new products and processes that are either expensive or dangerous 

to develop. There are many commercial applications for which virtual environments have been 

shown to be effective, such as in the fields of training (e.g. flight simulators) and manufacturing 

(e.g. automobile prototyping). 

The lack of proliferation of virtual environment applications can be attributed to the challenges 

involved in creating virtual environment applications [8]. Authoring tools for creating such applica

tions are so complex that cUlTently only experienced programmers can use them [43]- interfaces to 

virtual environments are considerably more complex and challenging to design compared to inter

faces of conventional desktop applications [10]. We believe that this has been one of the key factors 

in determining the success of virtual environment projects: for virtual environments technologies 

to become more successful would require that more users of a non-technical nature be able to de

velop virtual environments. Complex authoring tools exclude users such as artists, architects and 

other domain experts, from creating their environments as their interaction is mediated through the 

programmer's interpretation. 

The aim of this dissertation is then to look at a method for creating a system that, firstly, empowers 

the non-programmer by providing non-technical users with the ability to develop their own virtual 

environments, and secondly, to allow experienced users, or novice users gaining experience, to 

develop more complex applications. In other words, our system would allow applications to be 

created by users with a limited amount of experience but still allow users with more experience to 

create more complex applications. 

1.2 The CAVES Project 

The CAVES Project (Collaborative African Virtual Environment System Project) [58] is a multi

party project aimed at creating advanced software tools and methods for developing local content 

for delivery on a cost-effective, interactive, communicating platform. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 

The CAVES project aims to apply virtual reality research to various applications within the African 

continent. The process that is to be used by the project involves, firstly. a methodology that will allow 

multi-cultural, collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) to be developed and, secondly, tools that 

ean be used by non-technical people to author these virtual environments on a low-cost platform. 

1.2.1 Objectives of the CAVES project 

Three main objectives have been laid out by the CAVES project: 

L To discover the aspects of collaborative virtual environments that makes them effective. This 

includes the environment itself and also the representation of the user within that environment 

2. To build authoring tools which aid non-specialist collaborative virtual environment authors in 

creating engaging and useful environments, which can be populated with viltual objects and 

virtual copies of real world objects. 

3. To define a cheap hardware platform for displaying and interacting with the collaborative 

virtual environment, for which we can then produce an integrated software system. 

Current research into CVEs focuses mainly on technologies that are being used and little about the 

content that is conveyed in them. The end product for the project is an affordable, low-cost system 

that will allow novice users to create interesting virtual environments. 

1.2.2 Addressing some of these requirements 

This research project is one of many undertaken as part of the wider CAVES project. The research 

contribution focuses on providing a single-user authoring tool that would enable non-specialist users 

to develop useful virtual environments (as part of fulfilling the second objective described above). 

There are two specific requirements that we will be addressing for the CAVES project: 

1. We will investigate ways in which users that do not possess the programming skills necessary 

to create useful virtual environments, may do so. This will involve building a low-level, 

prototype of an authoring tool that would later serve as an architectural prototype for the 

CAVES system. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4 

2. Through the process of creating such a tool, we will provide a basic architectural description 

of the authoring system, looking specifically at overcoming some of the problems associated 

with current authoring system architectures. 

1.3 Methodology 

Providing support in three-dimensional toolkits suffers from problems that two-dimensional toolkits 

had 15 years ago [36]. A parallel problem to the one we have described above then existed for 

users wanting to create graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Currently there is more research into GUI 

authoring techniques than into virtual environment authoring. Much can be learnt by looking at this 

research and the processes GUI development has undergone; by looking at how we can apply some 

of the concepts prescribed for GUIs. 

Programs such as the spreadsheet have been the most successful applications to be used [37], the 

primary reason being that they allow the end-user to create programs (by writing formulas and 

macros) without realising they are programming. We believe that for three-dimensional tools to be 

successful they must build on this type of success from two dimensional applications. 

Overview of our approach 

The first stage of our approach was to briefly review several of the concepts involved with virtual 

environments and with authoring. This was looked at from both a low level, by looking into the ar

chitectures and designs of virtual environment systems, and on a higher level, by looking at general 

design concepts. 

Common tools that have been used for authoring virtual environments were then investigated. These 

tools we categorise into different systems according to the different user support types they target. 

In doing so, we determine the advantages and disadvantages of each of the different categories of 

tools. 

The third stage in our approach was to define an ideal of the system we are trying to create using 

the information from the previous two stages. From this analysis, we derived features describing an 

ideal authoring system for virtual environments. 

We then proceeded to build a prototype authoring system, embodying the best of the ideas seen in 

the analysis phase. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5 

Finally, we evaluate our system based on a comparison with the ideal system that we described. 

1.4 Dissertation Overview 

Chapter 2 . Background 

In this chapter, we review the concept of virtual environments and current research fields within the 

topic. We then describe the processes involved in creating virtual environment applications. On a 

lower level, we look at virtual environment systems, their architectures and designing them. We end 

the chapter by describing the concept of a meta-tool. 

Chapter 3 . Survey of Tools 

Various tools for authoring virtual environments can be split into several categories: tools for expe

rienced users, for intermediate users and for novice user. This chapter surveys and describes several 

of these applications in each of the categories. 

Chapter 4 . Defining an Ideal Virtual Environment Authoring Tool 

In this chapter we gather several criteria from ditlerent fields involved in building a virtual environ

ment authoring system. With these criteria, we evaluate the systems that are described in Chapter 3, 

producing a set of features that we use to describe an ideal virtual environment authoring system. 

Chapter 5 • Designing a Meta-Authoring Tool 

This chapter introduces our meta-authoring tool. We describe how the various goals for solving the 

system as a tool for different types of users were considered and implemented into the system. We 

describe the system on both a low level implementation, describing the components that make up 

the system, and on a higher level, describing how the components work together to provide users 

with a means to create applications. 

Chapter 6 - Event-Actions and Specifying Behaviours Interaction 

In this chapter we describe how different users work to provide a single system. A more detailed 

description is given on the workings of the different components that are used for creating events in 

system. We provide a simple example on how the system could be used by different users to specify 

behaviours using events. 

Chapter 7 • Conclusions Univ
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6 

We conclude this dissertation presenting those features prescribed for an ideal and comparing them 

to the system that was presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces concepts involved with virtual environments, focusing particularly on those 

of authoring. The topics involved are only briefly covered and are used to provide a basis for 

understanding the concepts upon which the rest of this dissertation is built. 

In section 2.2 we look at virtual environments: the research involved at looking to improve the qual

ity and effectiveness of virtual environments; how they are created and common application of use. 

Section 2.3 looks at architectures of virtual environment systems, how they are constructed and cri

teria for their construction. Section 2.4 looks at authoring of virtual environments and requirements 

for authoring tools. In section 2.5 we discuss rapid application methodologies and how they can be 

effectively applied to authoring virtual environments. 

2.2 Virtual Environments 

There is no real agreement on a definition for virtual environments. The "loosest" of definitions 

describes virtual environments as being merely a computer-generated, simulated environment. Al

though this describes a variety of environments, the focus of our research concerns those envi

ronments that require virtual reality interfaces. Ellis [19] provides the following, more detailed, 

definition: 

7 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 

"A virtual environment consists of content (objects and actors), geometry and dynam

ics, with an egocentric frame of reference, including perception of objects in depth, 

and giving rise to the nomzal ocular, auditory, vestibular, and other sensory cues and 

consequences. " 

8 

In this context, a more agreed upon concept of virtual environments includes some form of three

dimensional graphics display representing some real-life or artificial structure or place in which a 

user exists with a position and a view - in this environment, the user may navigate and interact with 

the environment. 

2.2.1 Aims for virtual environments 

Achieving realism has been one of the main aims for researchers in virtual reality. Many factors 

may attribute to the realism of a virtual environment. Four such important factors are described 

below: 

1. Visual realism 

The level of realism that is portrayed in a virtual environment aids considerably in making it 

a believable environment [32]. Techniques such as ray tracing that are used with professional 

animation systems produce incredibly life-like images. Unfortunately, providing this kind of 

level of detail and sophistication is computationally very expensive and requires a great deal 

of rendering time. A large proportion of the research into virtual environments is in methods 

to decrease the rendering times of these techniques. 

2. Image resolution 

This is a factor that is closely related to virtual realism. At higher resolutions, the discrete 

nature of a display becomes less apparent, with the disadvantage being the number pixels in 

the image becomes greater. With rendering, there is an overhead in generating each pixel. At 

higher resolutions this puts a heavier load on the rendering system. 

3. Frame rate 

To give the impression of a dynamic picture, the graphics system needs to update the display 

at a certain frequency. To produce a flicker free environment, the system takes advantage of 

the human phenomenon of "persistence of vision" - the ability to integrate a rapid succession 
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CHAP1ER2. BACKGROUND 9 

of discrete images into a visual continuum. In order to achieve this, a renderer is required to 

produce images of an environment about fifty times a second. 

4. Latency 

Latency is considered one of the more important aspects for virtual environment in terms of 

immersive environments [63]. Latency, or lag, is the time between when a user performs an 

action and when the system displays the result of that action. As latency increases, user's 

senses become increasingly confused as their actions become more delayed. 

Producing a virtual environment system requires that the factors above be considered when planning 

the target application types the system will be made to support. Visual realism may be required in 

an environment such as an architectural walk-through of an historical environment where the details 

of the environment playa vital role. Due to the complexity of creating and rendering visually real 

environments, there is a tradeoff made with the latency and frame rate. It is important that the 

correct balance of features be established. 

2.2.2 Creating virtual environments 

The research that has so far been mentioned forms only a small part of research in virtual environ

ments in which the above has been extensively covered. In contrast, we find that very little research 

has gone into the authoring of virtual environments. Most of the research that covers authoring is 

given as a process whereby usable environments may be authored. They provide only a process for 

creating virtual environments similar to the software engineering process. 

Even less consideration has been given to the problem of virtual environment authoring for non

programmers, a process usually considered difficult because of the need for authors to program. 

Even with the lack of research, this is an issue that is gaining importance with the emerging tech

nology. 

Virtual environments are being popularised by their increased accessibility to the public. This is 

aided by technologies such as the Internet, VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) as well as 

the equipment for using virtual environments becoming readily available. There is also an increase 

in commercial interest in virtual environments (such as the virtual shopping mall [52]). 

One problem is the fact that authoring tools for virtual environments require some form of program

ming for them to be made useful. More research into authoring tools for virtual environments is 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 10 

required for the field to become what user interface toolkits have become today 1. 

Creating a virtual world generally consists of two distinguishable steps - modelling the environment 

and specifying the behaviour (although there is already some research into merging these two steps 

[64]). 

Environment modelling 

Environment modelling is the process of populating an environment through object creation and 

placement. It is the creation of the static environment. 

Three-dimensional modelling packages, such as 3D Studio Max, are normally used for object cre

ation. Although this is the process of creating the static environment, object animations are consid

ered part of this modelling process (we refer to this as static animation as it describes changes in 

the object that are not defined by a behaviour or by the system). Objects in the environment are also 

not restricted to being visible entities many systems include sound as being objects in a world. 

There are many packages and languages that can be used for modelling a virtual world (essentially 

the placement of modelled objects). A modelling language such as VRML can be used to specify 

objects and models within a virtual world. A common hierarchical specification for object position

ing in such a three-dimensional world is the scene graph [50). 

Behaviour specification 

Behaviours are used to describe the dynamic operations of the user, the objects and the environment. 

They define how the user interacts with the environment and with the objects in the environment. It 

also includes how objects interact with each other as well as defining the general behaviour of the 

environment (gravity, kinematics, etc.). 

Specifying behaviours typically requires some form of programming for them to be useful. Novice 

users wanting to create virtual environment applications therefore find two main problems with 

specifying behaviours: 

1 There is a large amount of research and techniques for creating user interfaces for non-programmers. Many of these 
arc based on an artifi cial intelligence technique called programming by example. It is a technique for tcaching a computer 
a new behaviour by demonstrating actions on examples. The system records user actions and generalises a program that 
can be used in new examples. Univ
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 11 

• they are difficult to program: Authoring virtual environments still remains largely in the do

main ofthe programmer [43]. Current systems require that developers possess some degree of 

programming skills before they can create an environment that contains a significant amount 

of behaviour . 

• they take a long time to create: Tools for creating virtual environment applications exist 

mainly as a set of interface libraries, for example Sense8's WoridToolKit [16J. Even expert 

users find that it takes a long time to build a fully interactive environment. Overall, developing 

useful virtual environments sti 11 takes too long. 

Those systems that provide for a more rapid development environment are usually specific to 

a type of application (for example the automotive industry [17]) or they do not provide the 

flexibility novice users need to create their worlds. Extending these environments requires 

that advanced users program at an API level. 

Modelling tools such as VRML usually provide only simple behaviour and interaction mechanisms. 

When more complex interactions need to be added, these still require some form of programming. 

2.3 Virtual Environment Systems 

A distinction needs to be made between a virtual environment, a virtual environment application 

and a virtual environment system. A virtual environment refers to a world with which a user may 

interact. It includes all objects, sounds, etc. as well as a set of interactions between the user and 

the objects, and between the objects themselves. A virtual environment provides a set of laws that 

apply logically to all things that exist in it (e.g. gravity). Any other behaviour (that is not from the 

user) is regarded as due to the virtual environmellt application [49]. A virtual environment system 

is a platform on which the virtual environment application is run. The virtual environment system 

controls the drawing, updating and is generally responsible for maintaining the application it runs. 

This section provides some background information into the lower-level aspects of viI1ual environ

ment systems. 

2.3.1 System architectures 

Virtual environment systems have been implemented in a variety of different ways most popular 

are those that are designed as a set of modularised parts. The system developed in [29] presents an 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 12 

example of this. They have extended the idea of objects within a world to have multiple representa

tions e.g. an object could be represented as some model as well as having an audio representation. 

Each representation is a separate module in the system and each can be 'rendered' separately to their 

corresponding output device (a graphics object to a screen or to a head-mounted display, a sound 

object to speakers or headphones, etc.). If a new type of representation were then to be developed 

(such as a haptic system), it would then just be a matter of plugging it into the system (as a haptic 

module). 

Another example is the Alice [44] system which separates its high-level and low-level functions. 

Each is built as a separate module: the high-level module runs the simulations and the interpreter 

(providing the interface to the user) while the low-level module provides the low-level graphics 

functions, the graphics database and manages the 110 devices. 

These systems will be looked at in more detail in Chapter 3 

Virtual environment system components 

Building a virtual environment system requires knowledge drawn from a broad range of topics 

within computer science. These topics include areas in graphics, networking and databases [31]: 

1. Graphics 

The graphics component is responsible for converting a three-dimensional world into the 

two- dimensional view the user sees. This view is what is displayed in the visual output. (The 

graphics component might also be responsible for rendering the sounds that the user hears.) 

Several suggestions are given as to why separating the graphics component (also called the 

rendering engine) from the system would be advantageous - by separation meaning that the 

component is run as a separate process from the rest of the system. 

(a) Splitting the graphics component across several processes frees up the main application 

to do its job smoothly, making the overall environment more immersive [29]. 

(b) The component can be changed depending on the needs of different virtual environ

ments. Also, by creating different platform versions, the environment can be made 

portable across different platforms. Univ
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 13 

(c) Associating the input device with the rendering device frees the application from per

forming this task as well as reducing the turn-around time for changes in the environ

ment [24]. This increases the immersive quality of the system. 

2. Networking 

Networking virtual environments is a topic that has been extensively researched. There exist 

numerous different distributed models for supporting collaboration in virtual environments. 

Some of these models look at a distributed systems using VRML since it currently does not 

support multi-users [13,6]. Many of these include networking infrastructures for use over the 

Internet using the Internet Protocol (IP) standard [22,9,7] (effectively allowing it to increase 

in size at a later stage). 

3. Databases 

In a collaborative virtual environment, objects need to be shared between users. If one user 

moves an object, this needs to be reflected in all the other users' environments. The database 

typically contains the geometric representations and attributes of the objects within the envi

ronment. It is used to keep track of these objects and manages synchronisations when objects 

are referenced or altered at the same time by different users (a typical database problem that 

can be solved using database techniques). 

There are several ways in which the database can be implemented and is closely linked to the 

way in which the networking of the system has been implemented. Every user may keep a 

copy of the database and send (via the network) any changes that it makes [22]. A different 

method is to have a single copy of the database (kept on a server machine), which every user 

would then refer to. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

Bangay et al. [4] have implemented their database as a shared memory space, a data-structure 

that is publicly accessible to all processes (or users). A virtual shared memory manager has 

the task of managing access requests of the various processes within the world to the data in 

the shared memory. The manager would then also proliferate the virtual shared memory data 

across the application topology. 
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2.3.2 System constituents 

On a more abstract level, virtual environment systems consist of several main components which 

have been built using the graphics, networking and database concepts discussed above (see Figure 

1). Although each is separate in concept, they form a common set of traits that can be seen in 

all systems. How these components have been integrated to work as a single system, however, is 

different for each system implementation. 

user interface 

virtual world 

graphics engine I 

user outputs 

Figure 1: High-level virtual environment components. Virtual environment systems can be seen 
as being made up of several distinguisiwble, high-level components, each of which exist in many 
different systems. The flow of the diagram shows the flo.v of information from the user input to be 
reflected as user outputs. 

• User inputs 

User inputs in this context refer to the transmitting of information from external hardware into 

the virtual environment. This information would consist of cues for navigation, for example 

a set of tracking devices which would be used to replicate the user's actions in real life into 

the virtual environment, or for interaction, for example a dataglove or pointing device. 

• The user interface 

The llser interface provides the mechanism whereby the user can navigate and interact with 

the environment. This effectively takes information from the user inputs and translates it 

into dynamic actions within the environment. (It refers to the software handling of the user's 

action, whereas the user inputs refer to the hardware side.) Univ
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• The simulation engine 

The simulation engine does the work to maintain the virtual environment. It is responsible for 

affecting the dynamics of the environment: applying changes within the environment. This 

includes how the environment responds to interactions by the user. 

The dynamic behaviour of the environment may have been specified as the behaviours and 

interactions by the virtual world. 

• The virtual world 

In all systems, there exists the concept of a vinual world. The virtual world describes the 

appearance of the environment: all the objects within the world, their colours and textures, 

sound, lighting, etc. On a lower level, the virtual world is a scene database that contains all the 

objects and their attributes within the environment. It contains the geometry of all the objects 

necessary to reconstruct the environment. Depending on the implementation, the virtual world 

may also define the behaviours and the interactions that exist within the environment. 

• The graphics engine 

The graphics engine is responsible for taking the information provided by the virtual world 

and constructing the three-dimensional environment that it describes. This environment, 

given the user's position and view, is then transformed into an appropriate output. 

• User outputs 

The user outputs are the outputs generated by the graphics engine and sent to the appropriate 

hardware for viewing. These outputs may be ditlerent depending on the type of hardware 

used. For example, stereoscopic viewing in an HMD requires that two different views be 

generated: one for the left eye and one for the right eye. 

2.3.3 Designing virtual environment systems 

There are many implementations of virtual environment systems some of which we will discuss in 

Chapter 3. Regarding these implementations, many suggestions have been made in identifying and 

classifying important features for these systems. These suggested features present what the system 

designers have found, in their experience, to be desirable traits. 

The following provides a brief summary of those discussed in [49,47]: 
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Multiple application support: The system should not be limited to running a single application, 

meaning that the system should be able to concurrently run, not only the environment, but 

any tools, interfaces, etc. that are available in the environment. 

Flexibility: Systems should provide support for multiple types of environment applications and 

should not be designed to SUppOlt a single environment type. 

Separation: When implementing users in a system, it is suggested that these remain separate from 

the world (as opposed to merely being another object in the world). 

Extensibility: The system should be made extensible with regards to the size of the virtual envi

ronments it supports. 

Distributive: With respects to the architecture of the system, this should be separable where differ

ent machines are able to perform different tasks on the same environments. 

COllfigurable: Virtual environment systems should remain configurable to allow for newer equip

ments to be incorporated with relative ease as the hardware becomes available. 

Virtual reality support: Virtual environment systems should maintain virtual reality support. This 

feature refers to issues such as the latency and the general performance of the system. 

2.3.4 Behaviour and interaction 

Interactions and behaviour in virtual environment systems have been implemented in two general 

ways: as behaviour-based systems and as event-based systems [5,65] . 

• Behaviour-based systems. In behaviour-based systems, the interactions of the objects in 

the world are implemented as 'attributes' of the objects. The objects execute their behaviour 

according to what has been programmed for it. Each object knows what it must do and 

how it responds to users and other objects. The objects take inputs from the environment, 

make decisions and act accordingly [5, 45]. The objects may also be restricted by rules the 

environment imposes . 

• Event-based systems. In event-based systems, interactions are based on sets of events that 

occur in the environment. These events are generated by user interactions or changes in 

the state of objects. (These events are no different from the events used in graphical user 

interfaces where events are generated, for example, by the user clicking on a button.) 
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2.4 Authoring Virtual Environments 

2.4.1 Designing virtual environments 

Fencott [20] presents the following methodology of design stages in virtual environments which 

form the basis of the process of authoring virtual environments. The list is an adaptation of what 

was originally presented by Kaur [27]: 

1. Requirements modelling. This concept parallels closely with the software engineering pro

cess. Fencott states that it is here that "purpose should be clearly established". 

2. Conceptual modelling. This refers to the gathering of material, photographs, sketches, sound 

and video recordings, etc. from the real world that are to make up the virtual world. It also in

cludes techniques such as storyboarding which contribute to the virtual environment builders 

"getting to know" the environment they need to build. 

3. Perceptual modelling. This is the process of modelling the intended user's experience of the 

virtual environment. 

4. Structural modelling. What is normally produced after structural modelling is a scene graph 

as well as the behavioural aspects of the environment. 

5. Building. This is the final "coding" phase. Building refers to the actual authoring of the 

environment. 

Smith et al. [48] suggest that the best approach to virtual environment development is to delay the 

binding between the design and implementation for as long as possible: "The end-user requirements 

should be used to drive a pre-implementation design." 

2.4.2 What are authoring tools? 

Computers have been one of the greatest automation tools ever developed. Advanced programming 

techniques and tools have been used to speed up the program development process without compro

mising performance [2]. Authoring tools are applications that are used specifically for this purpose. 

They provide an automated means of performing a task that, manually, would normally take much 

longer. There exist many different types of authoring tools, each one to suited to a different need or 

stage in a development process. 
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2.4.3 1roolkits 

Applications built today use a windows-icon-menu-pointer (WIMP) model. Traditionally, the word 

used for application programming interfaces (APls) that manage graphical user interfaces (GUIs) is 

toolkit [30]. 

This concept has, however, evolved into authoring not only GUIs but to other fields as well, one 

of them being virtual environments. The idea of using a toolkit to aid the creation of virtual envi

ronments holds the same benefits as it does for GUI application development. The most important 

of these is that they provide flexibility and an ease of use that allows for rapid prototyping of these 

environments. 

2.4.4 Virtual environment authoring tools 

Creating virtual environments is a difficult task. Many toolkits for virtual environments have been 

created to aid in their design but are still too inadequate for novice users. 

There has not been much research into authoring virtual environments and, as such, criteria have 

not been given on how to even approach such a system. In searching for such criteria, we turn 

instead to the field of GUI authoring which is matured in terms of the wealth of research it provides. 

The criteria used in GUI development can be adapted, to create a set of criteria suitable for virtual 

environments authoring. 

Some of these criteria are: 

1. Transparency. 

2. Instantaneous feedback. 

3. Extensibility and flexibility. 

4. Scalability. 

5. Rapid application design. 

Each will be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.2. Univ
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2.5 Rapid Application Design 

2.5.1 What is rapid application design? 

Rapid application development (RAD) is a model that is used in the development cycle of software 

creation. It was designed to give faster development and higher quality results than traditional life 

cycle models. No universal definition for RAD exists. It can, however, be characterised [1]: 

• as a methodology prescribing certain phases in software development, and, 

• as a class of tools that allow for speedy object development, graphical user interfaces and 

reusable code for client/server applications. 

RAD methodologies are used to produce software quickly. The thought bases for RAD tools focuses 

on using object-orientated and virtual programming techniques. It uses objects and message-passing 

metaphors emphasising the concepts of fe-usability, visual programming and graphical user inter

faces. 

2.5.2 Evaluating rapid application design applications 

In order to assess the usefulness of a RAD application, we need to compare it to an application that 

users would normally use to accomplish the same task. There are three perceptions of users that are 

used to measure their positive usage intentions. These can be used to predict the actual usage of a 

RAD application[ I]: 

• Relative advantage assesses the extent to which a developer believes that the technology 

represents an improvement over prior methods. 

• Ease-aI-use measures the perceived cognitive effort necessary to effectively utilise the new 

tool. 

• Comparability measures the perceived congruence of new technology with prefelTed methods 

of accomplishing tasks. 

With any such model, there are always problems associated with it: Univ
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• Loss of programming power: Sometimes, greater abstraction and automation comes at the 

cost of power and flexibility. 

• Performance overhead. 

• Lack of p0l1ability. 

Rapid prototyping systems should use an object-orientated, interpreted language. This would allow 

interactive changes to be made without having to wait for code to be recompiled [44]. Scripting and 

visual programming support these ideas. 

2.6 Scripting 

Scripting languages are high-level programming languages normally used as the glue for plugging 

components in a GUI together [41]. As such they are not intended for writing full applications 

from scratch. They are rarely used for complex algorithms and data structures. Their importance, 

however, has increased with GUI development tools and toolkits. 

One important feature of scripting languages is that they are interpreted, as compared to system 

programming languages, which are compiled. This property makes them useful for rapid program 

development because the compile time in the development is cut out. In most cases, the fact that 

they are interpreted makes them easily portable across platforms. 

Modern scripting languages have become as powerful as their compiled counterparts. They include 

all the complex language features that are provided by system programming languages. 

Scripting languages 

There have been many different scripting languages created, each made to serve a different pur

pose. Some of the more common ones that have been used in virtual environment development are 

described below. 

Python: Python [59] is an object-orientated scripting language that was initially created to provide 

scripting for various toolkits. It is a fast growing scripting language that has been used in 

a variety of applications. Python is the scripting language used in the virtual environment 

system Alice [14]. 
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Tclrrk: Tcl and Tk are two separate packages used together to develop and use GUIs [40]. The 

scripting language itself is Tcl. Tk extends Tel by providing a set of commands for build

ing GUIs. Dive [12] uses Tclrrk to provide interactions within their collaborative virtual 

environments [21]. 

JavaScript: JavaScript was initially a scripting language introduced by Netscape for use over the 

Internet. It is a scripting language based on the Java programming language. The advantage 

of using JavaScript is that it is already extensively used on the Internet for creating web pages. 

VRML [II] uses JuvaScript in order to provide some of its more complicated interactions. 

2.7 Meta-Tools: Tools for Tools 

There exist many different tools for different purposes. Creating tools, however, is difficult and 

requires considerable effort [34]. An ideal solution is to have some kind of meta-tool - a tool for 

creating tools. One such system, the Garnet toolkit [35], essentially a toolkit for creating GUI 

toolkits, looks at making high-level graphical tools easier to create. This problem, though, has as 

yet not been extended to virtual environments. 

A virtual environment meta-authoring tool 

Using guidelines from research in GUI authoring, we can apply this concept of meta-authoring to a 

virtual environment meta-authoring tool. 

The following is a list of some of the requirements issues that have been raised: 

• Novice IIsers should be able to create useful environments. The difficulty in creating virtual 

environments is specifying behaviour in that it requires some form of programming skill. A 

work-around for this problem requires the authoring tool to provide an interface where the 

behaviour can be specified in a non-programming fashion. This is the key requirement for the 

project and a basis for specifying the rest of the project. 

• A virtual environment that allows interactive editing. There is an architectural requirements 

that the authoing tool allow developers to create their environments interactively inside (he 

virtual environment itself. Univ
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• The system should be modular. Modularised systems provide a solution to portability. Con

cepts such as shared memory spaces and data-flow ports work well with visual programming 

languages. Each module itself should be a separate entity and should depend on another 

module. 

A generic authoring tool for creating virtual environments would be an impossible task, however. 

Virtual environments have many different applications. There are various issues that also need to be 

considered: 

• The system should not cater for only one kind of user (an inexperienced user vs. advanced 

user). It should be able to cater for both types without restricting the other type. 

• Novice users should be able to progress to higher levels without having to change the system 

and without losing the power that can be gained by higher-level users. 

These concepts are discussed in more detail when we talk about an ideal authoring tool in Chapter 

4. 
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Chapter 3 

Survey of Tools 

In this chapter, we perform a survey of different systems looking at different tools and implementa

tions that have been used for virtual environment creation. Our aim is not to provide an exhaustive 

list of systems that have been created for virtual environment creation (perhaps an impossible task), 

but rather to get a variety of systems that will provide us with the types of systems and ideas that 

are common in many such systems. 

3.1 Classifying Tools for Virtual Environments 

Different types of tools have been created to help users develop virtual environments, each varying 

in complexity and sophistication. Before we begin our survey, it is necessary that we first categorise 

these tools. Doing so allows comparisons to be formed more easily between tools that fall within 

the same category by extracting and looking at similar features and how they have solved common 

problems. 

We classify these tools by looking at the types of users they support (by looking at the level of the 

tool provided for programming or specifying the behaviour in the environment). That is the level of 

sophistication they seem to provide their user base with respect to a tool's ability to create virtual 

environments. Three different types of user support might be classified as follows: 

1. Tools for experie/lced users. We define experienced users as having an ability to program 

in a low-level language and as having low-level concepts of at least one aspect of virtual 

23 
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environment programming available to them. Examples of these aspects include the ability to 

program thrce-dimensional graphics, networks, databases, etc. Experienced users generally 

work with tools in the form of toolkits and low-level APIs to create their applications. The 

virtual environments they create are usually specific to a problem they were built to solve, 

e.g. a visualisation environment. 

2. Tools for intermediate-level users. We define intermediate-level users as being users that have 

a fair amount of programming experience but are perhaps not specialised in any particular 

field. For our purposes, we focus only on those that have little or no experience in virtual 

environment programming: we refer to these users as non-virtual environment programmers 

(or non-VE programmers). Non-VE programmers generally would use tools that provide 

scripted solutions for generating applications; tools that hide the details of programming the 

graphics or networking of an application even more than an API would. 

3. Tools for novice users. We refer to novice users as those having little to no programming 

experience. They form the largest of the three groups of users; usually experts in their own 

fields that require a solution to problems using virtual environments but not possessing the 

skills necessary to create it themselves. 

3.2 Tools for Experienced Users 

3.2.1 Toolkits and APIs 

Graphics toolkits were created to increase the speed with which experienced users could create 

applications. Not in the least ideal for novice users, these toolkits are used to abstract the difficulty 

of programming graphics applications and the hardware that is usually associated with it. Although 

the term was initially used when referring to QUI authoring, the concept has extended to including 

graphics application programming. 

There was a need in the graphics community to standardise the drawing of three-dimensional graph

ics, not only in software, but also in the hardware that was used to support it. One of the first 

packages (0 abstract the fast drawing of common primitives and manipulation of three-dimensional 

graphics were the OpenGL [38] libraries. These libraries form one of the most widely used APIs 

for developing three-dimensional applications. It is a multi-platform, graphics standard that has 

gained much favour with experienced graphics programmers. The API provides a set of functions 
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for performing common, low-level graphics routines that can be freely used to build up 3D environ

ments. As these functions provide routines for specifying graphics primitives, they do not restrict 

the sophistication of what can be created using the toolkit. 

Although having these low-level routines available provides an advantage for some, for most appli

cation programmers OpenGL may still be too low-level to work with . The toolkit provides the set of 

routines for using graphics primitives for which the toolkit has been optimised. With more complex 

scenes, however, writing good OpenGL applications demands that the users understand the intri

cacies involved with graphics programming as well as the technical, stack-based model OpenGL 

implements as its system. To make the task of writing OpenGL applications easier and to provide 

some of the basic framework required to create OpenGL applications not directly supported by the 

toolkit (such as its non-support of a windows manager and event handling) tools such as Glut and, 

on an even higher level, Open Inventor were created. 

Figure 2: The Openlnventor system. This image of an Openlnventor application shows an object 
with a bounding box that can be used to interact with the object. For example, control boxes on the 
corners of the bounding box allow the user to rotate the object. The Widgets on the side bar also 
allow the view of the model to be controlled. 
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Openlnventor was designed as a toolkit for 'rapid prototyping of interactive, 3D graphics applica

tions' [SOJ and is, simply, an object-orientated interface to OpenGL. It provides a set of higher-level 

3D graphics routines that make the creation of complicated models easier by wrapping OpenGL 

functions and providing a scene graph implementation to represent its environments. (The Openln

ventoI' file format forms the basis for VRML.) The system was designed to be fully extensible by 

allowing programmers to add new objects and operations through the use of subclassing and call

back functions. As with all such toolkit APls, Openlnventor was built on OpenGL and may provide 

too high an abstraction level for those users wanting to use control specific OpenGL parameters. 

The ideas that were used in Openlnventor have been passed on to many other toolkits that are used 

to perform similar tasks, such as the use of scene graphs and providing functions that can be used 

to manipulate them. Openlnventor also provided several novel interaction concepts that were used 

to interact and manipulate objects within environments (see Figure 2). 

With interest turning towards virtual reality solutions and the hype that has surrounded it, devel

opment of toolkits specifically made for building virtual environment applications became more 

popular, with the commercial sector taking an interest. Some of these toolkits are described below. 

Commercial Toolkits 

Probably one of the oldest commercial toolkits is SenseS's WoridToolkit [16]. The toolkit provides 

the application developer with a high-level, cross-platform API in which to develop a virtual en

vironment, in a similar way to Open Inventor. The toolkit specifically provides all the supporting 

features necessary for building an immersive virtual reality: support for a large variety of virtual 

reality devices, spacialised sound, HMDs, etc. It also supports collaborative environments by sup

plying functions for networked, distributed, multi-threaded and multi-process applications. It is also 

one of the few toolkits that has support for CAVE-like, immersive displays. 

dVS/dVise [25] are two components by Division Ltd. that are used to create environments. dVS 

is a low-level toolkit similar to those so far described. dVise is the high-level component that 

allows users to implement their environments in a text file similar to VRML. The text file contains 

references to models and describes behaviours and constraints. Audio references can also be used 

and can be attached to objects. The low-level toolkit provides an API with which the developer has 

more control in implementing new interaction methods and features not supported by dVise. Univ
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Research Toolkits 

The research community have for a long time needed to develop their own virtual environment 

systems to perform their research. Using commercial toolkits for this purpose is expensive and 

problems can often arise when using them. With commercial toolkits, it is often not possible to 

obtain the source code, making it impossible to access and modify the internals of the toolkit if 

some required feature is not supported. For this reason, many researchers have taken to developing 

their own toolkits instead of having to rely on commercial products. As a result, literally hundreds 

of such toolkits have been created. We present only a few such toolkits below. 

MR Toolkit [47], from the University of Alberta, is one of the earliest non-commercial toolkits that 

was developed. The toolkit was built to investigate different architectures for support of virtual 

reality hardware and to reduce the amount of programming time that was necessary for the devel

opment of virtual environment applications. To achieve this, the system is conceptually split into 

four components: a master process, a server process for input, a computation process, and a slave 

process for output. The advantage of splitting the processes is to allow the computation process, 

which may be more intensive, from interfering with rendering and the input speeds that make for 

immersive environments. 

Figure 3: The CoRgi system. The image here of the CoRgi system shows a representation of an 
interaction device in a virtual environment which is used to manipulate objects. 
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RhoVer [41, and more recently CoRgi [571, are systems for rapidly developing virtual environments 

and are used primarily as test beds for investigating virtual reality. Applications on the system are 

implemented in Java [56] and are natively compiled for optimisation. The CoRgi module uses two 

methods of distributing data amongst its modules: the first is a virtual shared memory mechanism 

with a streamed method of message passing between its modules; the second method uses a data 

streaming technique that allows for faster and more direct communication techniques. One of the 

aims of the CoRgi architecture was to allow for different interaction devices (an example shown 

in Figure 3) to be quickly added to the system but with minimal changes to the system itself. The 

system provides several input modules for capturing and processing raw data from the input device 

and passing a relevant stream of information to those modules that would use the data. 

Modular Architectures 

Planning for the needs of future requirements such as scalability of environments and the need to 

cater for new hardware or interaction devices that may not have been invented yet, is of importance 

if the system is to remain flexible for future use. 

AVIARY [49] was one of the first projects that aimed to create a generic virtual environment system 

architecture based on criteria they had found lacking in many systems. Their motivation for the 

work was that other intelfaces were difficult and unnatural to use. They argued that many systems 

lacked the ability to provide diverse applications; it is pointless to support features only required by 

a single application area. Their architecture was designed to support a large-scale environment that 

would be "demanded by future applications". The focus of their work has been on providing a set 

of criteria that could be used for developing large-scale environment systems and providing general 

virtual environment systems. It was important that their system support a broad range of different 

virtual environment applications [61]. The proposed solution was to implement a modular system 

that would allow this. Since then, many systems have adopted the idea of modularisation to design 

flexible systems. 

COOL-VR [29] was designed based on the idea of having multiple renderers to support new types 

of output hardware that could be added to the system. 'Rendering an object' would then be a 

process in which representation is given to an abstract object. Each of the renderers was created as 

separate modules. These modularised renderers allowed modules to be switched without impacting 

on the rest of the system. The different abstract representations of an object then form part of the 

scene database. For example, an auditory representation was associated with an object in the scene, 
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allowing for spaciaJised sound. A change in the position of an object would be reflected by a change 

in the position of where the sound associated with it would be emitted. 

The SVE [28] (the Simple Virtual Environments) toolkit has been targeted as a system for allowing 

extensibility with regards to adding interaction devices to the system. They describe their system 

as having an "open" architecture in that it provides a structure to any extensions in order to make 

them modular, easy to develop and re-usable. Kooper et al. claim that some of the drawbacks of the 

SVE system are that the system does not allow for easy modification of the different renderers or 

for the addition of any new renderers. The COOL-VR system described above was designed using 

the SVE toolkit as primary development environment, as a means to overcome the limitations of the 

SVE toolkit. 

Modularised systems that have distributed architectures, such as the MR-Toolkit mentioned earlier, 

have the advantage of distributing the workload of the system amongst its modules. Generating 

worlds modelled after physical problems requires intensive amounts of computational power [49], 

which can be solved by using such a distributed architecture or with an architecture that allows the 

use of parallel hardware. 

Another such system is DIVER [24]. DIVER was one of the earlier virtual environment system 

platforms that aimed to create an architecture that transparently distributed the rendering and input 

processes. The system is presented as a set of C-library modules. Each of the modules is used to 

provide an ease in manipulating objects in an environment with respect to transformations. The 

DIVER architecture itself provides a graphics database, the low-level graphics functions and man

ages input and output devices. Of particular interest is that the system is used as a back-end to 

other virtual environment systems, such as Alice [44], and supports a variety of hardware for virtual 

reality environments, such as trackers, gloves and stereo outputs for head mounted displays. 

3.2.2 3D games engines 

One of the greatest feedthroughs from graphics research into the commercial world can be found in 

the entertainment and gaming industries. Three-dimensional gaming has become a popular market 

in the gaming industry, so much so that new games not incorporating three-dimensional worlds in 

some way are rare, and graphics hardware has been created with the sole purpose of supporting and 

increasing the performance of 3D gaming [23]. 

The graphics and gaming programming community have created several game engine products 
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which are used to drive 3D games and aJlow for faster developments. Some of these have become 

available, as commercial packages or as OpenSource projects. 

Examples of such OpenSource engines are the Genesis3D engine [55] and the Crystal Space engine 

[54]. Such engines are usually provided as GDKs (game development kits) and support real-time, 

three-dimensional rendering environments. The engines provide routines for common procedures 

and effects as can be seen in many current games, although such routines are not trivially imple

mented nor were they developed with novice or users with an intermediary experience in mind. 

Some of these engines, such as the Genesis3D engine, have been used as tools for virtual environ

ment support and research [26]. Because they implement the superb graphics optimisations required 

for interactive gaming, and do so already using the graphics hardware that is available, they allow 

for fast, interactive applications to be created. 

3.3 Tools for Non· VE Programmers 

As was described in Chapter 2, scripting languages have made the task of creating virtual envi

ronment applications much easier because they hide many of the details involved in working with 

low-level graphics, networking, etc. There are several virtual environment systems that employ 

scripting languages and this makes them ideal for rapid implementation of applications by non-VE 

programmers. 

One such system is DIVE [22], a "multi-user, scalable network architecture for distributed virtual 

environments" and is used as a platform for collaborative virtual reality experimentation. Some of 

its main goals have been in allowing environments to be built quickly and as such have concentrated 

some of their work on creating a scripting interface that could be used to, firstly, hide some of 

the networking implementations and, secondly, to increase the speed with which behaviours and 

interactions could be created in the environment. 

Interactions within the system are both behaviour- and event-based. Each object in the environment 

may contain Tel [21,40] scripts that are executed wherever the object is replicated (defining the 

behaviour-based interactions). These Tel scripts can also be triggered by events defined by the 

system (defining the event-based interactions). DIVE defines several pre-made events for interaction 

such as signals, timers and collision detection. 

Another system which provides a similar type of scripting scheme is Avango [51], a framework for 

building interactive virtual environment applications. Rather than using the normal procedural type 
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scripting languages, Avango uses an interpreted Scheme script [18], a functional scripting language. 

It uses an event-based interaction system by providing sensors in the environment. All high-level 

Avango objects can be created and manipulated through the scripting. Complex and performance 

critical parts are written in C++ which are then called from within the Scheme scripts. 

Alice [43] , a "rapid prototyping system for virtual reality", was created to overcome the difficulties 

of writing virtual reality software. The Alice system provides a set of Python [59] classes for 

manipulating the objects in its environments . These classes include methods for testing object-based 

events (events generated through objects). The system also provides a few basic user interaction 

events, shown in Figure 4, which can be used to spawn scripts (it does not allow new events of 

these types to be created). Unlike the scripts used in DIVE, the scripts that are used and named in 

Alice do not use the standard graphics notations, such as the use of transformations to move objects 

around. Instead, Alice has, for example, dropped the standard X-Y-Z axis for referencing positions 

and instead renamed it using a Logo-like syntax: forward, left and up, as is shown in Figure 5. These 

'easy-to-use' functions provide more transparency with regards to dealing with the behaviours of 

objects than the DIVE script functions . 

n 

Figure 4: Alice event table. An example of an event table that is used in the Alice system. The events 
are selected (as shown in the menus), applied to a specific object (in the "Happens To" column) 
and the associated animation script is executed (in the "Do Animation" column). 
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ChickenMove = Chicken. Move( Forward ). SlopO 
SnowmanMove = Snowman.Move( Forward ).SIOPO 
DinosaurMove = PurpleDinosaur. Move( Forward ). SlopO 
BunnyMove = DolnOrder( Bunny.Move( Forward), DinosaurMove ).SlopO 

Chicken. RespondToCollisionWith( PurpleDinosaur, ChickenMove ) 
Snowman. RespondToCollisionWith( Chicken, SnowmanMove ) 
Bunny.RespondToCollisionWith( Snowman, BunnyMove ) 

DinosaurMoveO 

Camera.PoinIAI( Snowman, EachFrame) 

def DinosaurRepor1( obj1 , obj2 ): 

print obj1 , "collided with", obj2 

PurpleDinosaur.RespondToCollisionWilh( Chicken, DinosaurReport ) 

32 

Figure 5: Alice scripting. An example of some scripting used in Alice. Commands to objects are not 
made in the usual graphical notation of using X-Y-Z references but instead use commands such as 
Forward and PointAt. 

3.4 Tools for Novice Users 

There are very few tools that are available for novice users with respect to creating useful virtual 

environments. Tools for novice users tend to be highly simplified and are usually not useful for 

creating complex virtual environments. We look at several tools in general that have been created 

with novice users in mjnd to gather some ideas and principles that can be applied to tools for novice 

users. 

One of the earliest applications aimed at novice users is Logo [42]. Created initially as a tool for 

teaching children how to program computers, Logo uses a strategy of shifting the progranuning task 

from a third person point of view to a first person allowing users to take advantage of knowledge 

they already possess about spacial movement. 

Alice is one of the few systems that support users of differing levels of sophistication. As was 

mentioned earlier, the whole design philosophy behind the system is that it would be created for 

novice users. Simple changes such as replacing the traditional axis terms with a more Logo-like ref

erence are examples of how they have tried to achieve this. In terms of providing environments with 

functionality, the system provides a set of pre-defined functions to create events that novice users 
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could use to specify their interactions. As these are predefined, there are a limited number of events 

that are available to novice users. Another interesting change from using graphical terminology to 

specify directions in 3D worlds to using a more simplified language is with object manipulation. 

For example, rotating an object 90 degrees around the y-axis would simply become 'turn the object 

left'. Although the creators of Alice claim that their system is for novice users, they give the asser

tion that any user needing to create an environment, would learn to program. These would then not 

be novice users in the sense defined at the beginning of the chapter. 

A common means of providing novice users with tools for creation is to provide them with functions 

that would relate to scenarios they might use. An example of this can be found in AVSlExpress [3], 

a tool used for visualisation applications. Visualisation authoring tools tend to be a specialised 

type of software that can normally only be created by experienced programmers. AVSlExpress 

has tried to change this in that it is a data visualisation tool "created for both non-programmers 

and experienced developers". Their software supports both desktop and fully immersive three

dimensional environments. They provide several themes or case study scenarios for common types 

of visualisations that they have divided into themes such as aerospace, engineering, etc. Novice 

users would select a theme suitable for the type of visualisation they want to create and be able to 

apply specific data to form the visualisation they require. 

Tools for novice users and the concept of end-user programming have been a focus of several studies 

in user interface tools. 

HyperCard is a tool that is widely used as a graphical user interface authoring tool for non-programmers 

on the Macintosh system. The system uses a metaphor of cards (a single screen) and stacks (collec

tion of cards). Links can be created between cards and form the interactive component for Hyper

Card a form of a graphical programming language. The system was designed in such a way that 

novice users can create complex interfaces without needing to program. 

Garnet is another toolkit for designing and implementing user interfaces. The toolkit comes along 

with an interface builder that allows new toolkit items to be created and is essentially a tool for 

creating user interface tools. In the system, they explore different ways in which high-level graphical 

tools can be easier to create. Most such interface tools provide a means to create user interfaces but 

without specifying the behaviours of those interfaces. The Garnet interface builder allows most of 

the user interface to be created graphically and by demonstration without programming. 

All these methodologies, although not directly used for the creation of virtual environments, provide 

us with useful information on how attempts have been made to approach a system that can be used 
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by novice users. 
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3.5 Summary 
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Chapter 4 

Defining an Ideal Virtual Environment 

Authoring Tool 

In the previous chapter we surveyed several tools that have been used for authoring virtual environ

ment applications. The next stage is to provide a methodology for extracting those features that are 

useful and those that are not, so that they may be collectively analysed to define an ideal system. 

The first part of this chapter looks at gathering the criteria that are prescribed by different systems in 

Chapter 2 for defining virtual environment systems and authoring tools. Essentially, in looking for 

criteria in the tlrst part of this chapter, we are asking the question, what features do we require for 

an ideal system? In the second part of the chapter, we analyse those systems described previously 

in order to determine answers to the question, how do we go about providing such features and 

how would we solve some of the problems described by these systems? Finally, we gather all 

this information into a collection of criteria that can be used to detlne an ideal virtual environment 

authoring tool. 

4.1 Gathering Criteria 

The three major domains that we looked at in Chapter 2 were: virtual environment systems, au

thoring tools and concepts from user-interface systems. We revisit each here and provide a list of 

relevant criteria for defining in more detail what was listed in Chapter 2. 

36 
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4.1.1 Virtual environment systems 

Through all the research that has been carried out, there are several criteria that have been formulated 

for virtual environment systems. In particular, these criteria were developed in research carried out 

in systems such as AVIARY [49] and in the MR Toolkit [47], and were listed in the designing of 

virtual environment systems in Chapter 2. These criteria pertain to general properties that good 

virtual environment systems should adhere to and are described in more detail: 

1. Extensibility and scalability 

Virtual environment systems should not constrain the size or functionality that can be pro

vided to virtual environment applications. Size refers generally to the complexity of a scene, 

where various applications require different amounts of object and scene complexity. By 

functionality we refer to the dynamic operation of the environment; what functions and oper

ations may be used in the environment. Scalability in environments is something thut is not 

often considered in systems (e.g. what is the upper-bound in the complexity of a particular 

system?). 

2. Separation 

Virtual environment systems must provide support for distributing an application over several 

machines or processors. Separating the architecture from the platform allows the use of dif

ferent machines for separate tasks; for example, one for rendering and one for computations. 

The advantage of such a system is that it better maintains the 'reality' of the environment, 

factors of which were described in Chapter 2. A machine which deals only with rendering is 

unaffected by the machine that deals with user interactions and, in this way, provides a respon

sive system, By separation, we also talking about architecture that accounts for distributed 

systems where several users may interact within a single environment but are at physically 

separate locations. Both these ideas can be provided by the same solution and may be inte

grated simply into a single application. 

3. Configurability 

A virtual environment system should not be constrained in size with respect to its ability to 

accept new types of technologies. There is, as yet, much to learn about interacting with virtual 

environments and as ongoing research new techniques and technologies are being created. 

Virtual environment systems need to remain "open" to new technologies and concepts that 
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may currently not be available. A common example of this is with interaction devices. When 

a new interaction device needs to be used with a system, the system should be able to cater for 

it with minimal changes to the system itself. A characteristic of systems that lend themselves 

to this are those that provide a rich framework that can easily be extended for configuring new 

devices. 

As newer hardware becomes available for virtual environments, the system should allow it 

to be incorporated with relative ease. Hardware technology for virtual environments has 

not matured to the point where a standard set of devices can be expected on any particular 

workstation. Low-level support for devices should be efficient, with minimal lag and the 

system should allow such devices to be added with minimal changes to the architecture of the 

system. High-level abstractions for each such device should also be provided. 

4. Multiple application support 

These refer to any applications that could run concurrently on the system. They range from the 

tools that are available in the environment to the environment itself. Very often, the environ

ment in which the tools are used to develop an application is different from the environment 

in which the application is itself run. As a minimum requirement the system should support a 

method for quickly changing between development environments with as little work required 

by the user to change between them as possible. 

5. Multiple world type support 

A virtual environment system should not restrict the range of possible applications it sup

ports. Many virtual environments are application specific and as such, so are their underlying 

architecture. While some applications may require the use of some feature, that feature may 

not be appropriate for others. (An example of this is the use of gravity.) 

One important criterion which was only mentioned in passing but which we have not explored fully 

is the concept of environment performance those concepts mentioned in Section 2.2.1 that lead to 

immersive and 'real' environments. As was mentioned, many studies have been carried out on how 

to increase the performance of such systems. Many of the criteria mentioned above lend to these 

ideas, but are beyond the scope of this study to include. We must keep in mind that these ideas are 

important but are less critical when we are thinking about providing an authoring system and an 

architecture to support it. Univ
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Many of the concepts described above contain an overlap of ideas and can be condensed into more 

general criteria. The first three of these refer generally to an architecture that is flexible. The fourth 

criterion has interesting implications which reach far beyond the scope the authors of these criteria 

initially intended. This concept has been looked at by several researchers [14, 64]. The fifth criterion 

refers to systems that are not restrictive in the types of environments they support - many systems 

are built with a single thing in mind. Examples of these are virtual environments for the automotive 

industry or for virtual shopping malls. 

4.1.2 Authoring tools 

Some of the criteria given for authoring tools, previously listed in Section 2.4.4, are: 

1. Transparency 

To the developer, everything should just be seen as one thread of control: modelling the 

environment, specifying the interactions, etc. Transparency aids in this, in that it simplifies 

the development process using some sort of interface that hides the details of the underlying 

mechanisms and the author need not concern themselves with each detail the interface covers. 

2. Instantaneous feedback 

When changes are made within an environment, these should be reflected immediately. Some 

systems require that when any changes are made, viewing these changes requires some sort of 

're-compile' or 're-loading' process. Interactive debugging should also be supported where 

the environment may be debugged within the authoring environment and where changes do 

not require any 're-compiling' stage. 

3. Extensibility and flexibility 

If the underlying virtual environment system were to be changed (e.g. an extra component 

or module were added on), the authoring tool should be able to adapt in the same way: any 

new features that are made available in the virtual environment system should be reflected in 

the authoring system and present the author with some method of using it. For example, if a 

new type of interaction device is supported by the underlying system, the authoring system 

should allow the author to use it. Authors should be able to design virtual environments 

flexible enough that, as virtual environment technologies mature, the environments are able 

to support new technologies. 
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4. Scalability 

Just as the virtual environment system should not restrict the virtual environment in size 

and in functionality, neither should the authoring tooL Here we are referring to two things: 

the ability of the authoring tool to support the same scene modelling complexity and more 

sophisticated scene manipulation tools (such as complex model animations, effects, etc.), 

and the ability of the authoring tool to support the same set, complexity and sophistication of 

behaviours that the underlying system supports. The authoring tool should reflect the potential 

sophistication that the virtual environment system can support, in both a modelling context 

and in a behaviour-creation context. 

5. Rapid application design 

Although authoring tools are used to speed up the development process by automating certain 

tasks, there is a balance to be kept between reducing the speed with which an application can 

be created and loss of expression with respect to authoring applications of a certain sophisti

cation. The scalability criterion above specifies that the authoring tool should not restrict the 

potential sophistication of the system, through transparency, hiding the 'apparent' sophisti

cation of the system interface. However, developing environments faster requires that more 

tasks be automated. Ideally, nothing should be lost through this automation process. Instead, 

the authoring tool should allow for the ability to prototype applications where the author 

intentionally abandons certain details in order to speed up the initial stages of an iterative 

development process. However, the tool should allow the iterative process to follow to full 

completion when a final version of the application is required. 

4.1.3 GUI systems 

There is currently more research into GUls and GUI authoring than in virtual environment author

ing, and a parallel problems exists with authoring GUIs and virtual environments [36]. We take 

some of the criteria that have been used for GUI authoring tools and extend them towards virtual 

environment authoring tools. Adapted from the list in [34], authoring tools should: 

L help design the application given the users' tasks; 

2. help implement the application, given a specification of the design; 

3. allow the designer to investigate different designs rapidly; 
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4. allow non-programmers to design and implement applications; 

5. allow the end-user to customise the tool. 

The first two points refer to allowing the tool to meet the end-user's needs. Point three refers to rapid 

application design, and has been discussed previously. Points four and five describe an important 

topic that we will discuss in more detail in the Section 4.2.3. 

4.2 Tool Evaluation 

In this section, we will use the criteria that were gathered to evaluate those systems described in the 

previous chapter. In doing so, we aim to achieve an intuitive list of advantages and disadvantages 

these systems present that we might use to define an ideal virtual environment authoring tool. 

4.2.1 Virtual environment systems evaluation 

System extensibility 

COOL-VR was designed around the fact that other systems did not allow their components to be 

easily changed or extended. From this they designed a modularised system where each of the 

components they used was in a portable module that could easily be changed or swapped. Each 

module was then simply then a different type of renderer. This idea, however, applies only to output 

devices where the idea can easily be extended to other similar areas. 

The WoridToolkit uses the idea of sensors for transparently describing different types of input de

vices and uses this idea as a single method for handling these different devices. Unfortunately, the 

toolkit being a commercial toolkit, they provide support for only a certain (albeit a large) range of 

devices, without the ability to create support for new types of devices. The concept of using sensors 

is another method that can be used in conjunction with that of COOL-VR for providing transparent 

extensibility. 

The CoRgi system, also divided into many different modules, introduces a communication method 

of transparently communicating between modules. This makes for a flexible model where modules 

can be added without needing to change the rest of the system. The system was created in order Univ
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to experiment quickly with different interaction devices. Their method of using streamed commu

nication between models allows new interaction devices to be easily added by simply creating a 

new module to process the raw data that would then be sent to those modules requiring the data 

from the device. This provides a very neat method in terms of defining an architecture of a system 

for allowing modules to be added to a system. CoRgi have applied this mainly for the purpose of 

interaction devices but this method is also suitable for extending other parts of a virtual environment 

system (such as the renderers in COOL-VR). 

Separation 

Systems such as the MR Toolkit support networked systems, but in such a way that the users are 

required to know about the details of network programming. In these systems, the authors have to 

manually set up server and slave processes. Although not suitable for those that do not possess a 

large amount of networking knowledge, the idea behind the system is to speed up the development 

process where splitting of processes for optimisation of the environment was concerned, but in such 

a way as to allow a certain amount of control to still be exercised. DIVER, on the other hand, aimed 

to completely make the distributing of the rendering and input process transparent, while at the same 

time providing an environment that was optimised enough to maintain an immersive environment for 

users. To do so, they provide a set of interface routines for transparently decoupling the application 

computations from the rendering and input. To the author everything appears as a single thread of 

control and there is no need for concern about how the system splits the processes. 

The DIVE system has concentrated on creating collaborative virtual environments. Their distributed 

model, a broadcasting system, is made transparent through scripting commands instead of providing 

lower-level functions to perform this. Creating collaborative environments in DIVE is tidy as the 

entire focus of the system was built around implementing multi-user applications. DIVE merely 

provides several functions for configuring an environment and the system takes care of the rest. 

Multiple application support 

Snowdon et al. initially described multiple application support as being applications in the sense that 

they range from small-scale tools available for use in the environment, to the large-scale activities 

that encompasses much of the perceived environment. Later systems, however, have incorporated 

much more into this. All aspects of virtual environment authoring have been brought together 
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into single systems. Systems such as Blender [53] allow modelling to be mixed with environment 

creation. The Alice system also allows the environment modelling and specifying interactions to be 

specified in a single authoring environment. 

Multiple world type support 

What differentiates environment applications is defined by the behaviour of the objects in the envi

ronment and how they respond to different interactions. Gravity, for example, is a behaviour defined 

by the environment on all objects. 

The AVIARY system, as with many visualisation systems, proposes a series of "standard" environ

ment scenarios. The AVIARY system arranges these scenarios in an object-orientated class hierar

chy an environment may then be built using an instance of the scenario. Scenarios may then also 

be changed and added to the hierarchy. The limitation of this is, of course: when have we provided 

enough scenarios? For novice users, this would prove to be a difficult task as changing a scenario 

to suit their need would inevitably require them to add or change the behaviours and interactions of 

the environment. 

4.2.2 Authoring tool evaluation 

Lastly we look at some of the systems that were designed for authoring virtual environment appli

cations, in particular looking at ideas that can be gained from systems supporting intermediate and 

novice users. We look at these in particular, as we are looking for those features that do not require 

the low-level experience that be expected by tools for experienced users. 

Transparency 

The Alice system was created with the intention of hiding the low-level details for novice users. For 

Conway [14], one of the most difficult tasks for novice users not experienced in manipulating three

dimensional graphics when creating virtual environments was for them to manipulate their world 

based upon the X-Y-Z coordinate system. To move something in a particular direction was referred 

to as "moving it along a positive or negative axis". In an environment where spacial navigation 

already poses such a problem, this method of referencing direction makes the task more difficult. 

Manipulating objects within a three-dimensional environment should be intuitive for a user. Alice 
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uses the same intuitive method adopted by Logo: the Forward-Left-Up concept. This use of local 

coordinates hides the complexity behind manipulating three-dimensional graphics in practice. 

That their system also provides the entire authoring process in a single system hides the fact that 

the authoring process is made up of different stages: the object creation stage and the behaviour 

specification stage. In other systems, where each of the stages in authoring an environment are 

implemented using different applications, this is made more apparent and authors are required to 

swap and convert between the different applications and their supported formats. With Alice, these 

different processes are almost seamlessly put together into a single application, where each com

ponent or phase 'understands' the other and there is no need for converting between any types of 

formats. This is shown in Figure 6 where the graphical environment and the script authoring are 

used together. 

Scripting languages used in systems such as DIVE also provide a means of transparency in that they 

hide much of the detail required to implement applications in low-level languages, an important 

feature for intermediate users. They allow various components to be glued together when needed 

and provide a simple interface whereby the user may configure them for use. An example from 

DIVE is the interface to the networking component. The complex networking functionality provided 

by DIVE is made simple through the use of the scripts provided. 

Toolkits such as DIVER present the same transparency concepts for experienced users where more 

refined control is given than is provided through scripting. 

The modularised system of COOL-VR also implements transparent authoring to some degree by 

hiding the details of each of the rendering modules. 

Instantaneous feedback 

As was mentioned above, one of the advantages of providing transparency within an authoring tool 

is that the authoring process appears as a single thread of control. The authoring process is not 

divided into several stages, where changes made in one stage are made immediately apparent in the 

other stages. Providing scripted behaviour is one way in which this idea can be introduced. As with 

most systems that do not provide scripted behaviour, making changes to a system results in having 

to recompile and restart the system every time any changes are needed. Systems, such as Alice, 

that support scripted behaviour where the users can program and view the environments in the same 

system provide the advantage of quick turn-around times for changes to an environment. 
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Camera Controls 

-!i!!''''' ~I!:!" ......... ~ ... ~ 

Ilr~lIrk·"n'.A",'C> = ChickenMove( Forward )StopO 
IIC::r,,,wrn,,,nM,,",,,,, = Snowman Move( Forward )StopO 

= PurpleDinosaur.Move( Forward )Stop(] 
InrnJMIWA = DolnOrder( BunnyMove( Forward). DinosaurMove )Stop() 

ken RespondToCollisionWith( PurpleDinosaur. ChickenMove ) 
IIsnl"lwrl1",n.RespondToCollisionWith( Chicken, SnowmanMove ) 

IVh~eSIDorld oCoilisionWith( Snowman. BunnyMove ) 

wi th PurpleDinosaur 
collided with PurpleDinosaur 

icken collided with PurpleDinosaur 

Figure 6: The Alice authoring system. This screen shot from the Alice system shows the graphical 
environment and the scripting systems used together. The two are linked and any changes made in 
the scripting window can immediately be checked in the graphical environment. 
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In tenns of creating three-dimensional applications, interactive debugging is not very common. For 

event-driven systems, this can be especially difficult. Tracking what conditions led to an event being 

generated can be a difficult task and is a great disadvantage for event-driven systems. 

Extensibility and flexibility 

Modularised systems tend to better support the concept of being easily extendable with minimal 

changes needed to implement an environment. COOL-VR and CoRgi use a system of commu

nication between modules that allows new modules to easily be inserted into the system and be 

immediately available to users. 

Having such a feature available in an integrated environment such as Alice would be more difficult, 

however. Such features are normally built into the system and adding new features requires that 

the entire system be changed. Designing a system in which modules can easily be added onto the 

system and be available in the authoring environment poses a challenge. 

Having a system which easily allows new technologies to be incorporated and that allows the author

ing tool to maintain and support the system may seem to double the work. This might be avoided 

by using an extremely modular system where the modules communicate transparently. It would 

allow the inclusion of addition features, such as the support for new interaction devices, without 

sacrificing the structure of the system. 

Rapid application design 

To incorporate rapid application design, it is necessary for the authoring system to reduce the com

plexity of the underlying system. For most authoring tools, the challenge is to balance versatility 

and sophistication in such a way that the tool is not overly complex to use (thus lacking in its ability 

to perform as a rapid application development tool), nor overly simplified (reducing the scalability 

of the system, as mentioned above), Alice and DIVE use scripting to introduce rapid application 

design into their systems, providing scripted routines to glue and provide an interface for complex, 

low-level code common enough to be automated through the scripting. As scripting languages in 

these systems are key to providing transparency to difficult code routines, they provide a means 

whereby applications may be created faster. However, the disadvantage to many of these systems 

is that due to the higher-level scripting, they lose the advantages of the more powerful lower-level 

programming. We look at this balance in more detail in the next section. 
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4.2.3 Migrating user support 

When we look at what has been learnt with QUI authoring and the trends in QUI authoring, we 

can apply similar ideas and concepts to the process involved in virtual environment authoring. It 

is agreed that the added dimension makes this process more complex and suggests that different 

methodologies be used in approaching a solution to the problem. We aim not to provide the same 

methodologies, but to rather follow the same trends and goals that the development of QUI authoring 

has followed and to develop new sets of methodologies for reaching those goals. 

Several tools have been created to aid users in designing and creating QUIs. Initially, creating QUIs 

could only be accomplished through using low-level programming languages. Through the years, 

more tools were developed to aid users in the design and creation process, the focus moving from 

experienced users towards allowing novice users to create their own QUI applications. Tools such as 

interface builders have allowed novice users to construct a QUI interface to almost any application. 

However, creating the functionality of an application still required that the user learn to program, a 

task that suddenly increases the learning curve for the novice user required to develop an application 

to full completion. 

Many of the tools that we have looked at follow a similar trend to the one depicted in Figure 7, 

focusing their target user group to include only a single type of user, i.e. experienced, intermediate 

or novice users only. Novice users find that application designed specifically for novices allow 

them to progress only so far before they are required to learn to program to add any more complex 

functionality to their applications. 

In order to increase the user-base of a system (such as Alice), or as a side effect from producing 

rapid-application systems (such as DIVE, where by using scripting languages to increase the speed 

at which applications are created they have included intermediate type users in creating environ

ments), different types of users may be supported on a single system. 

Moving back to an analogy with QUI systems we find that systems supporting multiple user types 

are usually based on a perceived model for the types of users of a system, depicted in Figure 7(a), 

where the majority of the users of a system are novice users and very few users are experienced 

users. In reality, we find that this is inaccurate as it describes a static model for a dynamic system. 

The graph shown in Figure 7(b) gives a more realistic model: it describes the dynamic progress of 

novice users advancing their expertise in a system [15]. We find that system implementations do 

not take this 'migration' of users into account when they are designed. The figure shows that a user Univ
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users 

novice 
users 

(3) 

usage t 
i 

novice experienced 

(b) 

Figure 7: (a) A static model describing the types of users of a system, with novice users making 
up the majority. This model shows the usually inaccurate perception about the types of users of a 
system. (b) A dynamic model that more realistically models the dynamic progression afusers. Users 
of a system spend only a short time as 'novices' of a system. 

on a system spends a short time as a novice of that system as compared to the amount of time they 

will spend using the system. This implies that applications should be made to support novice users, 

but more importantly, be made for optimal use by experienced users, at the same time. Sacrificing 

the complexity of a system for the sake of novice users only serves to frustrate the immensely larger 

audience of more experienced users. 

With respect to virtual environment systems, authoring tools for virtual environment applications 

provide sophisticated support for usually only a certain type of user. The progress of users can be 

modelled by the graph shown in Figure 8(a) [33]. There is a rapid learning curve attributed to a 

user's initial working with the system. As they use the system more, their knowledge and ability to 

use it increases. Once they have reached a 'comfort' phase (the maximum sophistication level they 

can reach with the system), the curve straightens. This occurs as they reach the sophistication limit 

of either themselves or the system - the system allows them to progress no further. 

In our experience, low-level toolkits such as dVise, Corgi and the MR Toolkit provide an example of 

the kind of graph that can be shown in Figure 8(a). It is a single rapid learning curve where the user 

is required to learn everything: the system, programming, low-level graphics concepts, etc. before 

they can create an application. Univ
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output 
sophistication 

(a) 

time 

output 
sophistication 

(bl 

time 

Figure 8: (a) The graph shows a user's progress with respect to the sophistication of the types of 
applications they call create. There is an initial steepness in the curve associated with the user first 
learning the system. As they become more experienced, they reach the maximum sophistication the 
system can support. (b) Some systems provide multiple stages of development for a user. The graph 
reflects this by showillg multiple stages of learning, each stage effecting a change ill the learning 
curve. 

Systems that have an intermediate user support level, such as Avango and DIVE, represent a two

phase learning system. The first phase for the user is learning the scripting language developed to 

interface with the system. Learning the underlying API that the scripting interfaces is required to 

become an expert with the system and is the second phase. Although much can be achieved without 

it, to progress to using more complex functionality requires that it be learnt, a task normally only 

suited for advanced programmers as it involves programming with a low-level language. 

Alice is one of the few systems that represents a three-phase learning system. Novice users can 

use the event system to create a particular set of interactions. If they wish to create more complex 

interactions, they are required to learn the Python scripting language. Conway [14] justifies this by 

claiming that users wishing to accomplish anything useful will learn to program. Finally, for more 

advanced users, they provide the low-level Python extensions. This multi-phase learning can be 

depicted in Figure 8(b). 
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4.3 Criteria for an Ideal System 

Throughout this chapter we have gathered a list of criteria and features of various systems. Many 

of the ideas discussed provide common concepts, although they describe different kinds and types 

of systems. In this section we assimilate the gathered criteria, and how these criteria have been 

used to analyse various types of systems, into a single set of features specific to virtual environment 

authoring. We use the ideas that we have discussed on virtual environment systems, authoring tools 

and GUI systems, and generalise them into a set of features that can more easily be used to define 

the ideal system we are searching for. 

4.3.1 Complete ~xibility 

The concepts of extensibility, separation and configurability all refer to the single ideal idea of being 

completely flexible. 

The system would be completely flexible in the sense that, on a device level, it would be able to 

cope with new hardware and emerging technologies with no changes needing to be made to the 

architecture of the system. The new technology would be incorporated merely with a change in 

some configuration settings of the system. It has been suggested that modularised systems work 

well for this. In this way, the architecture would be flexible in that different modules may run 

distributively. 

On a software level, an ideal system would allow for seamless integration with new technologies. 

The way in which the system works is not changed and all abstractions that are used within the 

system to cater for the new technology would remain the same. Any new abstracations that are 

added would not involve the user having to learn any new concepts. This would ensure that, even 

though the technology is new, the user would already know how it would be used (implementation

wise). 

On an interaction level, anything that is new or added should not change the way the system is 

used for defining interactions (remaining consistent with the idea above). The system would remain 

consistent in the way it is used. For example, if a new interaction device were to be added to 

the system, how the device is used within an environment remains consistent with the way other 

interaction devices are handled by the system. Univ
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output 
sophistication 

./ 
/ 

smooth migration 
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Figure 9: The graphs shows two different types of user migratiolls. The solid line represents the 
types of systems that provide multiple types of progression The dotted line represents an ideal 
system that provides the user with a linear learning curve. 

4.3.2 Support virtual environment applications of any complexity 

As was pointed out earlier, virtual environment systems tend to limit the types of environments that 

can be created, depending on the skill of the user. This behaviour was characterised by the graph 

presented in Figure 8 where an asymptote exists for the maximum sophistication an application 

created by a user can possess. 

For an ideal system, regardless of the experience a user might possess, the system would not place 

any restriction on the sophistication of an environment that can be created: virtual environment 

applications of any complexity would be supported. Relative to the graphs in Figure 8, this would 

imply that no asymptote to the complexity of a system exists, and that there is no limit to the 

complexity it supports. This is shown by the smooth migration line in Figure 9. 

Practically, achieving this ideal requires inevitably reaching the balance between versatility and 

sophistication. Reducing the difficulty of using a tool requires that the complexity of the tool be 

reduced through methods such as abstraction and simplification. These methods, however, also 

result in loss of expression with respect to the sophistication that may be obtained. 

4.3.3 Much shortened development time 

Currently in authoring systems, developing a useful virtual environment application stills takes a 

long time, even for an experienced user. The time taken to develop an application should be reduced 
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to a fraction of what it takes today (in our experience, currently ranging from several weeks to 

several months from start to finish). 

Specifying an ideal for application creation time can only be achieved through some form of com

parison. The length of time it takes to create an application varies with the complexity of the 

application, with an undefined relationship existing between creating more complex applications 

and the length of time it would take to create it. 

We base our ideal on the relationship with other types of research: that of GUIs. So, for an ideal 

system, the time taken to create a virtual environment application would be comparable to the time 

it takes to create a GUI application. 

4.3.4 Smoothly migrating user support 

In the discussion of migrating users, it was pointed out that users do not remain in a single class 

and that they instead migrate to becoming more experienced the more they use a system. From 

this, systems should be made to support, not only just novice users, but be made for optimal use by 

more experienced users at the same time. Not only is it important that users with differing levels 

of skills be able to use a system, more importantly novice users gaining experience should be able 

to advance to using the more complex features of the system. When looking at the graph in Figure 

8, between the different stages of learning there is an increased learning curve where, for a user to 

progress from one to another, the users are challenged to learn new concepts. 

It is because of these phases of learning that many users do not progress on to the next phase, 

regardless of whether or not the system may support more advanced features. So it is not enough, as 

mentioned in the above criteria, that systems support applications of any sophistication. For an ideal 

system, this implies that novice users would be able to use it without sacrificing the sophistication of 

the environments it can output. Similarly, advanced users would be able to use the system without 

it being so simple that it lacks the sophistication necessary to create the environments they need. 

With respect to the difficulty in progressing from one phase to another, there is the added constraint 

that this migration be smooth. In some systems, provision might be made for multiple stages of 

progression. An example of this is a system that provides a user interface for use by novice users, 

a scripting language for more intermediate users, and an API for experienced users. At each stage, 

however, the user is required to learn something new. The ideal system would provide a smooth 

migration from one phase to the next, as shown in Figure 9. 
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Chapter 5 

Designing a Meta-Authoring Tool 

In the previous chapter we described an ideal virtual environment authoring tool based on criteria 

and features given by previous systems. We proceed now, in this chapter, to describe how many 

of those features can be practically applied into a single system. Having defined the three different 

types of users in Chapter 3, we define firstly what the needs and requirements of each of these types 

of users are and how these might be provided for. 

5.1 A Tool for Advanced Programmers 

5.1.1 User requirements 

From the perspective of the experienced user, there are few requirements that are needed. As was 

discussed previously, two of the main requirements that would apply are that environments of any 

complexity be available for them to create. The other is that development time be reduced. 

5.1.2 Modularising architecture 

Modularisation has provided many advantages to systems by allowing them to be made flexible and 

configurable. Many systems have used this modularisation as a standard way of linking different 

types of hardware and network configurations. Modularisation can, however, be made more useful 

in a number of different ways. 
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When looking at different graphics systems packages that are currently available, there is no longer 

any real advantage to using anyone over the other in terms of performance. Most graphics packages 

rely on an underlying hardware to support them and in essence it becomes the hardware that is 

important and not the software package being used. A more novel use for modularity with respect 

to rapid application development is to take advantage of the concept of familiarity to enhance the 

speed of development: when programmers use systems that they are already accustomed to using, 

it makes the authoring task easier. With this in mind, allowing authors to use modules they are 

already accustomed to using, would greatly influence their ability to use something, if they are 

already familiar with its functionality. 

Modularity is not restricted to extending just the graphics system but can also be used for extending 

other modules in a system as well. This is achieved by creating an interface to a module whereby all 

other modules communicate with it. The back-end of the interface communicating with the module 

consists of the module's implemented functionality, for example functionality described by some 

API. 

An overview of the modularised architecture used is shown in Figure 10. Each component in the 

diagram will be described in more detail through the rest of this chapter. 

5.1.3 Communicating with modules 

CoRgi uses the idea of streaming data between different modules to make the task of adding mod

ules smoother. Since modularisation allows a system to be more flexible to work with, this concept 

of modularity was applied to a communications module. This module is used to provide the com

munications between the modules themselves. Similar to all the other modules used, it provides 

an interface such as was described with the graphics module. In this way the same modularised 

concepts are used consistently throughout the system. 

To provide an independent method of communicating, we used the idea of having a protocol system. 

All communications would be processed by a messaging module with the use of a simple protocol. 

This messaging module, an IMC (inter-module communicater), is responsible for this work. 

The IMC module was built as a separate module to increase the flexibility of the system. The 

module's sole purpose, given a set of interfaces each module presents to the IMC, is to transparently 

communicate messages to other parts of the system. It forms the backbone to the inter-module 

communication that takes place between all the components of the system. As a module, how the 
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Graphics Module Events Module 

Graphics Engine I 

World 
Object Database 

... ---------1 

I Events Handler I 

Attributes 
Conditions 

1----------' 
I 

Scripting \1odule 

Figure 10: Modular system overview. An overview of tile modular system 'where each of the modules 
is connected via an/Me module. The modules present afrom-end with which they //lay transparently 
COIll11l1111icate with each other. 
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communication methods are implemented may be varied, changed or entirely swapped out without 

it becoming necessary that other modules be aware of any change in the communication module. 

In this way, the IMe module can be made to communicate on a single computer, between several 

computers (distributed computing), or on several systems on a network (collaborative computing). 

5.2 Graphics 

The graphics interface was created as an API through which the graphics of the system could be 

manipulated. The functions themselves consisted of a minimal set of routines to, on a low-level, 

initialize, run and maintain the graphics environment. 

I OpenGL Functions 

Direct3D 

Graphics Module 

Graphics API 1-01---1..., Graphics Module 

Interface 

Figure 11: The graphics module. The graphics module is comprised of several "parts" which are 
used to traIlS/ate allY requests from the system to the desired graphics package. 

As can be seen in Figure 11, the interface is not only a single layer but consists of two parts to 

perform the "translation" to the desired graphics package. The module interface itself contains 

routines to manipulate and retrieve information from a database of objects within the environment. 

The communication process will be described at a later stage. 

5.2.1 Describing three-dimensional worlds 

A decision that needed to be made upfront was the format of data storage of objects within the 

system that would describes the "physical" make up of the world: what the user sees, hears and can 

interact with. At first a VRML like structured format was decided on. Although the VRML format 

is useful, it is predominantly used for physically describing environments and provides only a few 

methods for specifying behaviours and interactions of objects in an environment. It became apparent 
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that a ditferent format would be required due to the limitations of VRML in terms of how data is 

stored and coupled with behaviours and interactions. However, as VRML forms a widely used 

standard for describing graphical scenes, and in keeping with the idea that formats commonly used 

should be provided for reducing development times, staying compatible with the VRML format 

proved advantageous. Many graphical authoring tools provide a means to export worlds that are 

created through them into VRML worlds, and by providing access to these formats allows users to 

create their worlds in whatever package would suite them. As VRML forms a subset of the graphics 

format described in the following section, VRML worlds can be easily translated into the system. 

5.2.2 Children and siblings 

One of the factors that influenced the decision to move to not using a standard format was the 

opportunity to improve on some of the designs used in these formats. With some graphics APIs 

such as with Open Inventor, when building a scene graph the order in which you insert nodes 

into the graph is important. The reasons for this are initially not intuitive and when manually 

describing worlds, users may experience problems from the side effects of not inserting objects in 

the conect order into a scene graph. To make the graphics format to be used as simple as possible, 

we bonow from the standard scenegraph implementation but remove the restriction of having to 

insert objects into the scenegraph in a specific order: the API implemented has been made 'insert 

order' independent. 

This is achieved by including the concept of sibling and child lists into nodes. Nodes are used to 

describe some physical aspect of the environment. Siblings are groups of nodes that apply their 

physical properties to each other, but do not describe some duplicate property already in the group. 

All nodes in a sibling group are weighted automatically and ordered to ensure that their properties 

get applied in the coneet order. Therefore, attributes of lighter nodes get applied to nodes further 

down the list. A node may contain any number of children. Each node may only be part of one 

sibling group and only one type of each node may exist in a sibling group. 

The lightest nodes are those that apply to positioning within the environment. The WORLD node 

is used for containing locales of nodes and forms the lightest node. A TRANSFORM node is used 

to position objects and orientate objects within these locales. The next heaviest in this group is a 

CHILD node, described later. 

The next set of nodes heavier than those above describe the physical properties of objects within the 

environment. A LIGHT node to provide illumination. A TEXTURE and MATERIAL node that are 
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used to describe surface properties of heavier nodes. MODEL nodes describe the geometry of objects 

to be rendered in the scene. It forms the heaviest of the nodes in a sibling list and is therefore subject 

to all the properties of the nodes in the same sibling group. Figure 12 provides an example of how 

the nodes would be added in an environment and placed in the correct positioning in the tree. 

(a) (d) World 

(h) World 

~~I 
Ie) World 

«') World 

Transfonn Texture 

Transform Child Texture 

Figure 12: Inserting nodes into a graph. (a) The environment initially consists of just a World 
node. (b) An object Objectl is added to the World node as a Model node. (c) A transfonn to be 
applied to Object 1 as a Transform node is added as a sibling to Object 1. As it is a lighter node. 
it is inserted before Object1. (d) A Light node is added to the World node. (e) A Texture node is 
added as a sibling to Object1. Lighter than the Model node and heavier then the Transfonn node, it 
gets inserted behveen the two. (j) All object Object2 is added as a child to a Child node added as a 
sibling to ObjectI. 1n this way, it receives the same transformation as Object1. If, for example, the 
same textures need to be applied to Object2, it could be added as a child of the Texture node. 

As was explained earlier, the idea of creating a scene graph that contained both sets of children and 

sibling groups was to remove the need to have to insert nodes in a particular order. Although in Univ
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some systems having the nodes inserted in a particular order is necessary (inserting in a different 

order produces a different scene), this ambiguity can be removed by 'rolling out' the nodes adding 

children to sibling groups. 

5.2.3 Graphics nodes 

The following is a brief description of each of the main nodes, many of which are standard in any 

scene graph: 

The World Node 

The World node forms the first node in a scene file. The reason for having a World node is to 

support the idea of locales where many worlds can exist within a single world. Such locales 

allow optimisations to be performed in their rendering. 

It is assigned a weight in sibling group of being the 'lightest', as World nodes provide a 

starting place for drawing a scene. In terms of defining locales, many World nodes would be 

children of a single world object (which might be better described as a world universe). 

Any node that is added onto a World node would become a child of that node. In formats such 

as VRML this occurs implicitly where any objects just added become part of a world object. 

In this implementation, a World node can never have a sibling. For the World node to contain 

any siblings does not make much sense because, in this implementation, siblings represent a 

means of providing properties to heavier siblings and children. The World node as a unique 

type of node provides other means for specifying properties to it, and itself does not provide 

any properties for its siblings. As the lightest node, it would add no value as part of a sibling 

group. 

The Transform Node 

Transform nodes perform the standard functions of any scene graph. The transformation 

functions from the node apply to all its children and siblings. A single Transform node can 

perform any or a combination of three functions applied in this order: a translation, a rotation 

and a scaling. 

As is standard with transform functions, the order of the functions to be performed is impor

tant. Most modelling packages and formats support this ordering of transformation functions Univ
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where similar types of scene graphs are defined. As an example, translating and then a rotat

ing on an object can be achieved in one Transform node by setting the translation and rotation 

parameters to the appropriate values. However, to perform the functions in reverse order re

quires two Transfonn nodes. The first would have the rotation values set. and the second, as 

a Child node of the first transform, would have the translation values set. 

The Child Node 

Child nodes serve a purpose similar to standard 'separator nodes' in scene graphs. They exist 

only as an anchoring point for children to be added. As was stated above, any node may have 

children. In order to provide some structure (and compatibility), the Child node is formally 

just used to contain the children of a particular sibling group. Structurally. they are used to 

group parts of an environment together where various behaviours are to be applied to a single 

group. 

The Light Node 

Light nodes serve as illumination sources in the environment. The fact that they are weighted 

'heavier' than Transform nodes implies that they are subject to the transformations described 

by the Transform node. Normally, Light nodes would be made 'static' (unmoving) children 

of the World node. Sometimes, however, light objects form a source of illumination from a 

moving object (for example the headlights of a moving car). 

Texture and Material Nodes 

The Texture and Material nodes serve to describe the appearance of any models that are 

contained within the same sibling group, or within children that are connected to these or any 

'heavier' nodes. 

The Model Node 

The model node is used to describe all information about the model: the geometry, vertex 

normals and texture coordinates. 

5.2.4 A database of objects 

All objects defined in an environment are stored within an object database. The API provides 

methods for allowing information to be retrieved and changes to be made to the database. Univ
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The structure of the graph is maintained by the database (for example, removing the head of a sibling 

group or inserting a 'lighter' node into a sibling group requires reammging the graph structure). 

Interfacing the database allows us to present the database as another module. Different types of data 

storage strategies were discussed previously, each providing their own advantages. As a system 

evolves, so might it be necessary to change the type and structure of the database. It also provides 

an easy mechanism for when the system is to be migrated to using a distributed architecture, by 

providing a single source where the database may be manipulated. 

5.2.5 Naming objects 

To be referenced in the database, all objects within the scene graph need to be named. Those objects 

not referenced by the author do not need to be named (although an internal name is automatically 

generated for them). 

Names that are referenced in the graph need to be unique. These names we refer to as the first-name 

of an object. The system itself gives the object another name, called the full-name. The fuIl-name 

is used to partially find the object within the scene graph and to set up properties for sibling groups. 

The object's second-name is named after the 'heaviest' sibling in the list, unless it is this object, in 

which case it has no second name. 

This technique for naming objects is used for the process of a user selecting an object in some way 

to manipulate it. Behaviours and interaction can then be applied to groups of objects. This provides 

an easy method for the author to reference objects in the database. 

5.2.6 Authoring applications 

For experienced users to create environments, the API and database manipulation provide methods 

for allowing the objects to be manipulated directly. The API provides an interface for wrapping 

objects and, in this way, has a similar functionality to that of the Open Inventor system. 

5.3 A Tool for Non-VE Programmers 

As the section described above is based on APIs and complex programming, the programmer is 

required to know about the system and the API and how they are integrated together. Typically, this 
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programmer would also need to have a certain amount of knowledge about graphics programming. 

The system described above would only be useful to a small percentage of users wanting to create 

virtual environments. 

5.3.1 Scripted graphics 

Many systems have used scripting to simplify the authoring process for users. The advantages of 

using a scripting language over an API are many. As was discussed previously, they fit in well with 

the concept of providing rapid development cycles. Scripted functions do not require compiling and 

changes can be made with the results of the change being made instantly available. This ability to 

make changes to an executing environment is invaluable in the authoring process. The turn-around 

time for making changes are greatly reduced and ideas can be tested rapidly. Debugging an environ

ment takes less time. APIs no longer provide any advantage over current scripting languages with 

respects to comparing language features. Programming language concepts such as packages, mod

ules, generality, namespaces and object-orientation are all available as part of scripting languages. 

The first choice of scripting language was the Python language. It seemed to be the most popular 

choice in that it provided plenty of functionality. An important feature of the language is that it 

provides many routines for integrating its classes with C code. After reviewing the different scripted 

virtual environment systems [14,40,51], it became apparent that no particular scripting language 

was preferred. It also became apparent that in order for a user to use other graphics systems, they 

would need to learn new scripting languages and how those particular scripting languages were 

tied in with those systems. Most virtual environment systems integrate their environment with the 

scripting language they use. The advantage of this being that they fully utilise the scripting language 

by binding the functionality of the scripting language into the behaviour of the system. However, 

this normally also means that there are some quirks about how the language is used: restrictions 

within the language limit the way in which the scripting language can be used to create behaviours. 

An example of this is demonstrated in an example piece in Alice. On the one hand they demonstrate 

the power of the embedded Python language by using Alice functions in lists. On the other hand, 

they pointedly show that because of the way Alice is bound to Python, using it does not always 

provide the results expected. As powerful as it is, it does not execute as intuitively as one would 

think. Univ
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5.3.2 Scripting language independence 

When deciding on the scripting language that should be chosen, ideally, a user should be able to 

use a scripting language of their choice. The advantage to non-VE programmers would be to allow 

them to continue using languages they are accustomed to and not learn new concepts related to the 

language, and how the language has been bound to a particular system, as was described above. 

There are, however, some problems associated with realising such an ideal. Not all scripting lan

guages are suited to performing virtual environment functions. Normally, for any scripting language 

to become useful to another system, the scripting language needs some way of being embedded 

within that system. Not all scripting languages are suited for this purpose. 

The ideal solution to this problem would be to use an authoring tool that could use and take advan

tage of any scripting language. A proposed solution on how this ideal could be realised is defined 

in the next section. 

Scripting Module 
---- ---- ---

.----------./1 __ 
~----.. ---Y Scripting Module ~---I"'; Scripting Engine 

Interface "-

~ "" ,-----, 
Figure 13: The scripting module. The scriptillg module is set up using an interface that allows the 
module to be scripting language independent. Here, the scripting engine provides an interface for 
interpreting commands into commands used by a particular scripting language such as Python or 
Tel. 

5.3.3 Module architecture 

As in shown in Figure 14, each module within the system contains an interface using a protocol 

to encode and decode information it sends or receives. The IMC module is used to connect these 

interfaces to transport the data to the destination module. 

As the interfacing holds for all modules, the IMC module itself is a layer of interface and implemen

tation. Although in the diagram we refer to a Graphics fMC module and a Scripting fMC module, 
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they are essentially the same module, merely different instantiations of them servicing different 

modules. In other words, a change in the back-end of the IMC module would mean a change in all 

the IMC modules as all IMC modules are the same and neither the interfaces nor the modules need 

to be modified. IMC modules differ only in what they communicate or what is communicated to 

them, which is determined by the module that has instantiated them for its use. 

As was stated earlier, each interface describes a protocol that other modules wishing to communicate 

with it need to adhere to. For example, the graphics module provides services for manipulating the 

data it possesses (similar to the data accessible using the API). A protocol is established for anyone 

wishing to access these services and it provides an IMC module. Anyone wishing to use the graphics 

module need only, using another IMC module, connect to the IMC module the graphics module has 

provided as a service. For example the graphics module provides service in two basic categories: 

• changes to the graphics database, and 

• information querying from the database. 

Similar services are common to all modules: they provide a means for requesting information and 

a means of enabling some change in the module. 

In this way, some form of scripting language independence can be achieved similar to the way 

in which graphics implementations may be changed and swapped. Since all communication with 

the rest of the system is interfaced through the IMC module, the scripting module can be used to 

translate various scripting languages into a form that can be understood by the system. This scripting 

language module is shown in Figure 13. 

An example of how the scripting language module may be used to retrieve various objects from 

the environment is demonstrated as follows. The behaviour of something in the environment can 

be defined by some piece of scripting language. The script is sent to the scripting module for it 

to be executed. The appropriate scripting parser and engine is selected by the scripting engine 

and the script is executed. Within the script itself, reference is made to objects within the virtual 

environment which the script requests. There are a set number of such requests that are provided as 

a service by the scripting engine (defining the protocol of the system). The specific translation of 

each type of request for a certain scripting language is provided in the scripting engine. The request 

is sent back through the IMC to the appropriate module where the information can be obtained. The 

requested information is then returned, translated and sent back to the scripting language. In this 
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I L ______________ _ 

Graphics Module 

Interface 
Graphics !vlodull 

Scripting fMC Module I ,---___ -, t""_---__il .. o-I: ,-___ , I Graphics fMC Modul! 

Scripting Module I 

I 

Scripting Module 

Interface 

L __________ _ 

Scripting Engine 
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Figure 14: lllfeifaced modules. Each of tile modules has a front-end interface with which it presents 
itself which allows modules transparently communicate with each other. 

way, the scripting engine acts as the interpreter for any scripting language to interface with the rest 

of the system. 

5.3.4 Creating environments 

The three modules described so far: the graphics module, scripting module and IMe module, pro

vide a system that allows non-VE programmers to create virtual environment applications. As with 

many other systems, the scripting language is used as a wrapper for the API. This provides an ideal 

system for non-VE programmers, programmers that we described as not possessing a great deal of 

knowledge of graphics programming. Using scripting languages, they can focus on programming 

the behaviours in the environment and not have to worry about the details of the virtual environment. 

An analogy to this kind of authoring would be a GUI programmer and someone who would use a 

GUI editor to add an interface to their program. They would not need to posses any knowledge of 

GUI programming and they would only need to know enough to program the behaviour oftheir user 

interface. Univ
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5.4 Implementing Behaviour 

In the previous chapter we described how a programmer, not used to programming virtual envi

ronments from scratch, would be able to use the system to produce a virtual environment All 

interactions and behaviours would be defined by the scripts the programmer would use; these would 

all be manually inserted into the environment. 

Although this defines a behavioural-based approach to specifying behaviours and interactions (see 

section 2.3.4), this approach does not provide an easy way to define exact event-type behaviours 

and interactions that would make up a significant part of the behaviours and interactions defined in 

the environment 

In the next chapter we will look at how we use events for defining an event-based behavioural 

system, one that can particularly be used by novice users. 

5.4.1 Events for behaviour 

A virtual environment is composed of several static nodes and models which are typically placed in 

some type of scene graph. Animations and scripts transform the environment into a dynamic world 

by changing the static configurations of these nodes and models: moving or rotating an object is 

merely a change in a transform node associated with the object in the scene graph. 

An event-action pair can be described as something that happens at a certain time in the environment 

Events are composed of one or more conditions that determine whether or not an event has occurred. 

Consequently, an event-action pair can be decomposed into two distinct parts: an action ('something 

that happens') and a set of one or more conditions, which determine the circumstances under which 

the action should be executed. 

A condition can be satisfied by user interactions, or by a change in the property of an object User 

events are typically in the form of the user clicking on some object or triggered by the position of 

the user. An example would be either the user clicking on some virtual light switch or just walking 

into a room to activate the light 

Zachmann [65] lists a set of requirements for event conditions and actions that, through their expe

rience, allows them to be 'most flexible': 

L Any action can be triggered by any condition. 
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2. Several conditions can trigger the same action. Actions can be triggered simultaneously. 

3. Conditions can be combined by boolean expressions. 

4. Conditions can be configured such that they start or stop an action when a certain condition 

holds for its input. 

5. The status of an action can be the input of another condition. 

5.4.2 Storing the environment 

There are several components that describe a virtual world: the objects and their static animations 

(describing the modelling process) and conditions and actions (describing the dynamic behaviour). 

We have found that when building environments, it is cumbersome to have all these elements de

scribed in a single file, as many systems do. For this reason, we have split some of these elements 

and have stored them separately. This ensures that all the information stored for an environment is 

not cluttered in a single file. It allows the scene to be logically split into its various elements and 

also promotes the re-use of each element. 

The separation of files also suitably describes the separation of objects, conditions and actions. Each 

one is defined independently of the other, although associations may exist. If some object has a set 

of conditions that are associated with it, they are simply linked by named reference to the file they 

are contained in. For example, a set of 'light conditions' would be defined that applies to any light 

object: they all maintain a state defining whether they are 011 or off, behaviours describing what to do 

if switched on, etc. All objects representing a light would then use the same set of 'light conditions'. 

5.4.3 Animated behaviour 

Animated behaviours are those behaviours which are not defined as part of the model] but are in

stead animations described through a script. An example of this would be an animation to smoothly 

rotate some object through some angle around an axis over a particular amount of time. Actions 

that are defined as part of events are typically executed over a single frame-rendering period. 

With animations, this becomes slightly more complex due to many scripting languages not support

ing multi-threaded scripting where many scripts can safely be executed at the same time. To get 

lIn Chapter 2 we classifi ed object animations (those animations created through a modelling application) as part of 
the environment modelling process and not as part of the behaviour and interaction specifi cation process. 
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around this problem, animations are seen as single actions executed over several frames but which 

hold a certain remembered state between each executed action. 

Animations, like normal actions, are also triggered by the event described above and are, to a novice 

user, indistinguishable from normal actions, The next chapter looks at how these types of events 

may be used for defining an event-based behavioural system, one that can particularly be used by 

novice users, 
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Chapter 6 

Event-Actions and Specifying 

Behaviours and Interaction 

6.1 Defining Event-Actions 

6.1.1 Attribute variables 

Many of the simple behaviours that are created in virtual environments are based on finite state 

machines (FSM). Of these, many of them require only two states: a light is 011 or off; an object is 

selected or lIot selected. 

Attribute variables are defined in an environment and are used to describe the properties of an object 

or the properties of an environment. Their values (or changes in them) are used in generating events. 

Since attribute variables represent an interface whereby a user authoring an environment may cause 

change in an environment, all quantifiable values in the system are assigned an attribute variable 

to represent them: objects, their properties, the avatar and the environment can all be manipulated 

through the attribute variables that represent them. 

6.1.2 Conditions 

Many of the systems that use an evellt~based system for describing interactions usually provide 

novice and non-VE users only a limited set of conditions on which to test events. What these systems 

69 
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do not provide is a means to create new or custom made conditions. In our system, conditions are 

scripted; users can then create new conditions or modify existing ones to suit their needs. 

Conditions are tested 1 with the use of scripts and the decision made on whether a condition is 

satisfied is based on the values of attribute variables. The inner workings of conditions are not 

unlike programming functions in that they accept parameters and return a value signalling whether 

or not the condition has been satisfied, The condition script signals a 'condition accepted' to the 

system to indicate an affirmative; no signal received would be considered a condition failed. Since a 

condition may sometimes be met on several grounds, a 'condition accepted' signal may be emitted 

at anytime during the execution of a condition script. 

Since conditions return a boolean value indicating whether or not that condition has been satisfied, 

conditions may be logically combined into more complex conditions when defining events. 

Conditions in the authoring system are declared similar to the way some programming functions are 

created with three main parts: 

Header : cOllditiollName (conditionParameters) 

Variables: condition Variables 

Script : conditionScript 

The condition name in the header section of the condition is used to reference the condition. The 

condition parameters are created as sentence functions: they are written functions that use redun

dancy to describe their parameters. An example of this would be: 

objectClick: 'When the object (object) has been clicked on (!lllmber) times ... " 

(Here, we talk about an object being clicked on as an object which has been selected using some 

pointing device.) 

The type of the parameter is described in the parenthesis of the sellfence function. There are two 

main advantages to using sentence functions that we have found useful: they give a meaningful 

description of what the function does and they provide a context for the types of the parameters 

that the function accepts, Sentence functions have provided us with a novel method for describing 

function parameters that allow novice users to easily specify functions. 

1 As events are made up of several conditions, checking whether or not an event occurs requires checking whether or 
not each condition is met. The phrase 'conditions are tested' implies this check. 
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The conditioll Variables section is used to define attribute variables that may be used as static 'local 

variables' within the condition. 

Conditions are associated with objects in a many-to-many relationship. A particular object that has 

a condition associated with it defines the types of events that can be generated with that object. 

These objects can be seen as offering 'services' in the form of conditions. We associate only certain 

conditions to certain objects, as not all objects would offer the same 'services'. 

An example using time conditions 

Frequently when creating a virtual environment, we need to create an event that occurs at a particular 

time or that would perform some action for a specified duration. The time specified is usually based 

on a 'wall clock' time and is not dependent on the speed of the system or any external factors. 

An example of this is a simulated animation that is required to execute for an exact amount of time. 

This time period would need to be independent of the speed of the environment. processor, etc. 

Time in an environment is represented as a single global attribute variable that is maintained by the 

World object. The value of the time attribute variable reflects the number of seconds since the start 

of the environment. Objects wishing to use time in some way take snapshots of the time attribute 

variable and use it to calculate their progress relative to the global time. In this way, a virtual world 

can be orchestrated using time-orientated events. 

Condition 

conditionE very 

"Every (number) minutes und (number) seconds .. 

Attribute Variables 

Script 

int time_snapshot 

snapshot '-.)orld.getAttrVariable ("t:ime") 

wt = parameterl * 60 + parameter2 

dt snapshot time_snapshot 

if (dt >= wt) 

Figure 15: All example of a timer condition. The structure for defining a /lew condition is divided 
into three main sectio1ls: the declaration header information, attribute variables and a script. In 
this example a pseudo-script is used to show how the condition is programmed. Univ
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An example of using the time-variable to create a condition is shown in Figure 15. The figure shows 

that conditions are made of three main parts: declaration header information, attribute variables, 

and a script. The declaration information contains the name of the condition and sentence function. 

Each condition may define local attribute variables that can be used. In this example, we define an 

attribute variable called time_snapshot that represents the 'wall-clock' time at the creation of 

the event. 

Any object that would need to use a timer to define its behaviour in a world would simply reference 

this condition. An instance of the condition would be created for it. 

6.1.3 Actions 

Actions are executed by the environment when the system has received a 'colldition accepted' by 

the associated event. As was mentioned earlier, conditions are associated with objects. Actions on 

the other hand are completely separate from the objects and their conditions. In other words, the 

action that is executed on a condition is not related to that condition. 

Events fonn a many-to-many relationship with actions: the same event may trigger many actions 

and different events may trigger the same action. The same event-action pairs may be defined 

multiple times with or without the same parameters. 

Actions are defined similarly to conditions. They are comprised of an action name and the parame

ters to the action (given again as a sentence junction), the local definitions of any attribute variables 

and an action script. 

Header: action Name (actionParameters) 

Variables: ac(ionVariables 

Script: aClionScrip( 

Some simple examples of actions are those that manipulate the transformations of objects in the 

world. A sentence function of an action to rotate an object could be defined as: 

turn Object: ': .. turn the object (object) by (number) degrees." 

Action scripts influence the behaviour of an environment by changing the environment's static as

pects (in Chapter 2 we referred to the static aspects of an environment as part of the result of 
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populating an environment through object creation and placement). Actions can be used to start and 

stop static object animations or change attribute variable values that could lead to event conditions 

being triggered. 

Since both conditions and actions use scripts to define their functionality, the entire functionality of 

an event-action pair is said to be scripted. This allows the run-time changing of event-action pairs 

to occur. So within action scripts, changes may be made to the event-action pairs in that they may 

add, change parameters of. or remove pairs from the environment. 

6.1.4 Event·action pairs 

An event in the system is defined as consisting of one or many conditions and occurs when the logic 

combining the conditions that make up the event is satisfied. Exactly how the conditions are put 

together to form an event will be described later. 

Event-action pairs are created as sets of conditions and actions and are specified in the following 

way: 

eventl (parameters), actionl (parameters) 

event2 (parameters), action2 (parameters) 

The same event-action pairs may be defined several times. The actions and the conditions that make 

up the event remain as separate entities: the action that is executed on the conditions is not related to 

the conditions, nor are the individual conditions in an event related to each other. Event-action pairs 

are a many-lo-many relationship between the events and the actions: the same event may trigger 

many actions and many different events may trigger the same action. 

6.2 Specifying Event-Action Pairs 

As was mentioned, interactions and behaviours in the system are specified through the event-action 

pairs. The conditions and actions that were described define functions that are used to create these 

pairs. Specifying a pair is therefore an instantiation of one or several conditions and an action. 

On a low level, specifying an event instantiation can be created by providing the condition func

tions with the required parameters. From the example of the timer condition, the instantiation of a 

condition could be made as follows: 
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conditionEvery(2,30) 

This then describes a condition that would occur every two and half minutes. 

For novice users, the sentence functions may be used as guidelines as to the type of values that 

should be used as parameters. An example is given in Figure 16 where the sentence function is 

presented to the user in a simple GUI of text boxes where the user may enter the values for the 

parameters. 

Every 12 , minutes and ', ... 3_0 ___ ... 1 seconds ... 

... turn the object by ',""'9...;;,0 __ ---'1 degrees. 

Figure 16: The sentence functions presented in a graphical user interface (GUJ). Text boxes allow 
users to enter the parameters for the functions. The top sentence in the GUJ box represents the 
sentence function for the condition, the bottom for the action. This GUJ dialog would represent the 
user statically creating or editing a condition. 

The same process can be used for specifying actions. The function 

tumObjectCBox", 90) 

would describe an action that rotates an object named "Box" by 90 degrees (around the y-axis). 

All the objects that are referenced are named as strings. This ensures easy compatibility with the 

scripting language that is being used to implement the behaviour. 

To emphasise the fact that the conditions and the actions are incomplete parts, we use ellipses (' .. .') 

at the end of a condition's and the beginning of an action's sentence function. We can then represent 

an event in a readable format to the user as the sentence functions with the appropriate parameter 

values inserted: 

Condition : "Every 2 minutes and 30 seconds ..... Action:" tum the object Box by 90 

degrees." 

or simply as a single sentence as was represented in the GUI in Figure 16: 

Event: "Every 2 minutes and 30 seconds, tum the object Box by 90 degrees." 
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The technique above of instantiating conditions and actions is a static method that the author speci

fies (this is usually the initialising events at the start of running an environment); they may also be 

dynamically created or changed through the condition and action scripts. 

6.2.1 Combining conditions to form complex events 

Events are composed of one or many conditions and may be combined in a boolean fashion where 

a condition accepted can be represented by the boolean value true and the no condition accepted 

response as false. In this way, all combinations of events may be built using a boolean logic. 

An example of combined conditions to form an event could be made as follows: 

objectClick: 'When the object (object) has been clicked all (/llimber) times ... " 

AND 

objectColour: 'When the colour a/the object (object) is (colour) ... " 

OR 

objectColour: 'When the colollr 0/ the object (object) is (colour) ... " 

The event could be instantiated into one which occurs whenever some object has been clicked on 

by the users, and the object is either red or blue. 

6.3 Virtual Environment Behaviour and Interaction Creation Tool 

In the previous sections we described the workings of events within the system. In this section 

we will briefly discuss how these concepts may be used more practically by authors for specifying 

interactions and behaviours. 

6.3.1 Grouping conditions 

As sentence junctions describe conditions and actions used to specify behaviours and interactions, in 

a tool-set of such scripts, there may exist many of these conditions and actions required to build the 
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event-action pairs in a complete system. In a library of conditions and actions, users should easily 

be able to find the condition and action they require to specify an event. In the system, provision is 

made for the author of the scripts to categorise and group (and subgroup, if necessary) conditions 

and actions. 

Creating a new event starts with specifying the condition function(s) and then specifying the action 

function that together make up the event-action pair. Since conditions are associated with the objects 

they are used with , the process of creating a new event starts with specifying the object. From there, 

a selection of condition groups (and subgroups, etc.) that is associated with that object may be 

selected. Finally, the required condition is selected . 

In this way, the task of searching for a particular condition in a potentially large library is made 

easier through the grouping of conditions. Those conditions not object-related are grouped and 

connected as part of the World object (representing a condition which is associated with the state of 

the environment). An obvious concern in large libraries is that the complexity these menu hierachies 

may grow to a point where it effects usability. Various techniques, such as hiding those groups less 

commonly used, may be applied to alleviate such problems. 

As an example, specifying a condition to check for a mouse click would follow the path shown in 

Figure 17. 

I World I Timer Position 

Object I ~ Orientation 
Keyboard I Clicked I 

Object 2 Collision I Mouse ~ I Double clicked I Interactions I Object 3 Data-glove Clicked x limes 

Objects Groups Subgroups Sub-subgroups Conditions 

Figure 17: Specifying a new condition. The first step involved is to select the object associated 
with the condition. The selection is refined through the groups and the subgroups, etc. to which the 
condition belongs. The last step is to select the condition from the list of conditions in the group. 

6.3.2 User interaction and object selection 

A user interacts with an environment through some form of interaction device. These devices can 

range from a mouse to a data-glove to a set of trackers, as described in Chapter 2. The author of a 

world would need to define how the environment reacts to input from these devices. 
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In the case of object selection, behaviours need to be defined for when a user selects an object. 

To maintain consistency with the design of the system, all input data received through the devices 

are stored in attribute variables. Interaction events can then be created through changes in these 

attribute variables. The modular approach to handling devices in the system, described in Chapter 

5, makes it easy for new devices to be added and for the condition scripts to handles these new 

devices as all interactions with interaction devices are maintained through the attribute variables by 

the module interfaces. 

For the example of a pointing device such as the mouse, the World defines attribute variables for 

pressing and releasing the mouse buttons for selecting objects, as well as for keeping track of the 

movement and positioning of the pointing device. For each object in the world, an associated 

attribute variable is created to indicate whether, given a set of screen coordinates, it is currently 

being selected. This may include many objects at once, as in the case of hierarchies of objects. 

Which hierarchy is then to be manipulated is defined by how the hierarchy of objects was labelled 

for reference. 

These associated attribute variables may then be defined for any type of input device. The values 

of these attribute variables can then be used to generate events. Action scripts may also be used to 

manipulate these values for defining behaviours with them. 

6.3.3 Non-programmers specifying events and actions 

The simple method of instantiating events and actions is achieved through first specifying a condi

tion and action pair (as demonstrated in the example in Figure 17), and then inserting the required 

parameters for the functions (as shown in Figure 16). Through the use of this instantiation method, 

interactions can be created that do not require programming and is thus ideal for novice users. 

The condition and actions that have been provided are diverse enough to create a wide range of ap

plications varying in sophistication from simple simulations to complex prototyping environments. 

All FSM-based environments can be created without programming in the system (for example a 

game of tic-tac-toe with a single player versus a computer). 
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6.4 A Tool for Multiple User Types 

In this section, we show how the meta-tool can be used as a tool through the various stages in the 

development of a virtual environment. We will present a simple example to demonstrate this and 

how different users would use different phases of the meta-authoring system. 

6.4.1 Novice user authoring 

z 

Figure 18: The example virtual environment presented to the novice users. 

In this example, the virtual environment consists of a single box in a room in a world . A novice 

user is presented with the environment already created as depicted in Figure 18. They are given the 

following goal to implement as a desired behaviour for a user of the environment and for the box: 

"When the user clicks on the box, the box will move 10 units in the x-direction." 

This goal shows a typically structured event-action pair commonly used for creating behaviours and 

interactions. For the novice user, the first step is to create a new event-action pair, since defining 

behaviours for anything in the environment are specified through the event-action pair. As was 

mentioned, event-action pairs are created by first specifying each of its individual components: the 

conditions that would make up the event, and the action for the behaviour to follow. 

Specifying the conditions follows the type of path given in Figure 17. First the object needs to 

be selected. In this instance (as depicted in Figure 19) there are only two objects available in the 

environment. Groups that are available for that object are then displayed, and the user selects the 

appropriate options. Finally, conditions showing the sentence functions that are available for the 

selected groups are displayed, as in Figure 20. 
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World Timer Position 

! Box I ~ Orientation 

Collision Keyboard 

!Interactions I ! Mouse ! 

Figure 19: Selecting the condition for the new event: first the object is selected, followed by various 
condition-groupings for that object . 

• • •••• "I 

I 
I 
r --

.. .I 
--- Keyboard 

I Mouse I ! SingleClick : "When then object (object) has been clicked ... " ! 

Figure 20: Completing the condition selection: the final condition based on its name and sentence 
function is selected. 

Once the event condition has been specified, the action that is to be attached to the event needs to be 

selected. As with the conditions, these are also grouped and a hierarchical path must be followed, 

shown in Figure 21. 

Object ! Translate! L TranslateX: " ... move the object (object) by (float) units along the x-axis." 

! Transfonn ! Rotate TranslateY: .... move the objeer (objecr) by (floar) unirs along the y-axis." 

Scale TranslateZ: ..... move the objeer (objecrJ by (floar) units along rhe z-axis." 

Figure 21: As with conditions, selecting an actionfollows an hierarchical path where the final action 
to be performed is selected based on its name and sentence function. 

Once the event-action pair has been selected, the user may then fill in the values for each of the 

sentence junctions that were selected to make up the event-action pair. Again, following guidelines 

provided by the sentence junctions, these values can be entered from a simple GUI, as shown in 

Figure 22: 

The event-action pair has been created and the new behaviour now exists : for the novice user, the 

goal is complete. In the executed environment, when the box is selected with the pointing device, it 

moves 10 units in the positive x direction. 

On a slightly lower-level level, from the view of the non-VE programmer, we can look at how the 

condition might be implemented in more detail. The SingleCl ick condition for when an object 

I 
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has been clicked ... 

by 1,..:1;;..;O~ __ ....J1 units along the x-axis. 

Figure 22: The G U I representing the sentence functions with the values for their parameters entered. 

has been selected with the pointing device could 2 look as follows : 

Condition 

SingleClick 

"When the object (object) has been clicked ... " 

Attribute Variables 

Script 

(none) 

clicked = World. getAttrVar i abl e ("parameterl. c licked" ) 

if (clicked == "true " ) : 

Wo rld. setAttrVariab le ("paramete rl . c li c ked ". "false" ) 

return "Co nditi o n_Accepted " 

Figure 23: Condition script for a single click junction using a mouse for a pointing device. 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, all interactions from the mouse, etc ., are stored as at

tribute variables of the objects they apply to. The script simply extracts the attribute variable for 

checking whether or not an object has been clicked: the" parameterl . eli eked" refers to re

trieving the attribute variable set of the first (and only) parameter for the sentence junction, and then 

checking whether the interaction device's attribute variable (i.e. el ieked), has been set to true . 

This would imply the mouse had been clicked while the pointer was over the object described in the 

parameter. If it has been set to true, the script resets the object's eli eked attribute variable and 

the condition returns with a condition accepted signifying that the condition has been met. 

When the event condition has been met, in this case by the user selecting the object, the action script 

is executed (which would be a simple object database script of changing attribute variables defined 

for the TRANSFORM node of the object). 

2We emphasise that the script could look as follows as the system is scripting language independent and a pseudo· 
scripting language is depicted merely to emphasise from a programming point how some of the features would be 
implemented. 
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6.4.2 Non-VE programmer user authoring 

If, now, the novice user's goal had to change to: 

"When the user double clicks on the box, the box will move 10 lIllits in the x direction." 

Looking at the current conditions available in Figure 20, the option is not available for the mouse 

and no appropriate function exists: a new condition is required. As the conditions are all scripted, 

this implies that a new script is required. For the non-VE programmer, the following goal would 

then be created: 

"Add a double-click fUllction to the set of mouse conditiolls." 

This is a simple matter of them adding the new function and changing the code to correspond to 

the required behaviour (see Figure 24). The new function would be appropriately inserted into the 

menu structures and the non-programmer can complete their goal by specifying the behaviour based 

on the new function. 

Condition 

DoubleClick 

'When the {)~je('1 (object) has been clicked twice ... " 

Attribute Variables 

Script 

il1l click_count 

clicked = .ge~Attrvariable(~parameter:.clickedll) 

Click_coun: click_count + 1 

World.setAttrVariable{'parameterl.clicked', 'false') 

if (clicked ~~ 'true" AND click_count 2): 

click_count 

return 'Condition_Accepted" 

Figure 24: Conditioll script for a double-clicked fUllction using the mouse as a pointing device. 

6.5 Behaviour-Based System Methodology 

The decision for taking the approach described in this chapter for specifying behaviours and inter

actions was made because of the advantages provided by event-based systems with regards to the 
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way in which behaviour could be specified. The main advantage of this method, we have found, is 

that it made it ideal for combining the scripting language with the use of sentence junctions used for 

defining conditions and actions. This ultimately provided us with a method to allow novice users to 

specify behaviours. 

For a behavioural-system, the method of specifying behaviours requires that for each object within 

the environment. the behaviours be programmed and this behaviour forms part of the object itself. 

How it behaves within the environment depends on external stimulus which means that each object 

is responsible for keeping track of the world around it and determining its behaviour based on that. 

Solving this problem such that novice users would be able to specify behaviours is not easy and is 

not as trivial a solution as is the method for specifying events in an event-based system. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

We have ventured to look at providing an architecture of a system that allows novice users to de

velop virtual environment applications. At the start of this dissertation we spoke about the lack 

of proliferation of virtual environment applications being attributed to the difficulties that were as

sociated with having to author the environments. We have sought to address this lack in research 

by looking at methodologies for providing novice users with an authoring system that would allow 

them to create useful virtual environments. The main purpose of this dissertation was to investigate 

how it is possible to empower users not possessing the programming skills necessary to create such 

environments. Along with these methodologies, we also designed an architectural platform that 

would allow such an authoring system to be built. 

7.1 Paving Methodologies 

After having described the types of problems we were facing, we started by reviewing, in the second 

chapter, work that had already looked at means of improving the general quality and effectiveness 

of virtual environments. In particular it focused on how they could be created and where virtual 

environments have already found a niche. What we were more interested in, however, were various 

studies that had looked at methods for evaluating virtual environment systems and authoring tools. 

The list below describes desirable features for virtual environment systems: 

• Multiple application support 
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• Flexibility 

• Separation 

• Extensibility 

• Distributive 

• Configurable 

• Virtual reality support 

A similar process was followed for studies on authoring tools, and the following desired features 

were extracted: 

• Transparency 

• Instantaneous feedback 

• Extensibility and flexibility 

• Scalability 

• Rapid application design 

7.2 Researching Improvements 

Before looking at methods that could be used for creating the required system, we needed to look 

at what was wrong with what other systems had provided, as well as looking at success or failure 

in achieving the criteria that were listed as being desirable features. To do so various systems 

were categorised, in the third chapter, in a way that allowed them to be more easily compared. 

Categorising the systems made it easier to extract common features and perform comparisons of 

their good and bad qualities. The three classifications for categorising the systems were divided 

principally into tools for experienced users, intermediate-level users and novice users. 

Tools for experienced users included toolkits and APls such as OpenGL, the WordToolKit, CoRgi 

and Genesis3D were discussed. Tools for intermediate-level users included DIVE, Alice and Avango, Univ
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as they provide a scripting language for specifying behaviours and interactions, Among tools for 

novice users we looked at Alice and AVSlExpress, 

In the fourth chapter, the criteria that were listed above were used to evaluate these systems in order 

to extract a list of advantages and disadvantages of features those tools contained that could be used 

to create an ideal virtual environment authoring tool. 

In particular, features that we found to be most useful in terms of providing a flexible architecture 

were those containing a modularised design, The advantage of this was that it allows some systems 

to be able to customise some of their components. Those that provided a static (or non-modular) 

design were found to be limiting as tools with respect to the types of environments they could 

support or produce. 

As authoring tools, features that were most useful were those that allowed the complexity of au

thoring to be hidden using useful metaphors for transparency, effectively reducing the apparent 

complexity of a given task. Also very useful were those tasks that allowed the different processes 

of authoring an environment to be combined into single applications, reducing turn-around times in 

the development process, 

One of the greatest things learned was from the field of GUI development, where research exists 

into looking at tools that can be used to produce GUI applications. Each of the systems we looked 

at targeted only certain types of users. Those targeting more than one type of user did not allow for 

more novice users to easily progress between different stages of complexity. 

7.3 Applying New Solutions 

Modularisation has proved to be the key to solving many problems that are encountered with virtual 

environment systems. The most useful advantage for us is that it can be used to aid in a user's famil

iarity with a certain systems when migrating to using different tools: the approach to modularisation 

that we took in our system allows different tools scripting languages and graphics packages for 

example to be adapted into the system. 

To aid in this idea, IMC modules were used as communication bridges between each of the modules 

and provided a module-independent way of communicating, 

One of the problems we found with many of the low level toolkits was the way in which they 

enforced the building of scene nodes in an environment Typically, the toolkits require that the 
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nodes be added to a scene in a specific order for it to work correctly. By using the concept of having 

children that have ordered lists of siblings, this problem can be worked around. Being ordered, it no 

longer matters in which order nodes are added, the advantage being that this reduces the complexity 

of understanding the scene graph and makes them more intuitive for novice users. 

Another method that is commonly used for reducing the complexity of authoring is by providing a 

mechanism for scripting behaviours within the environment: this provides many advantages such 

as reducing programming time and compiling cycles. One of the disadvantages of this, however, 

is that systems bind their scripting languages to the system itself. Any limitations of the scripting 

language would therefore be propagated to the system. The solution is then to not cater for any 

particular scripting language but rather to provide an interface whereby any scripting language can 

be used to control the virtual environment. The modular architecture that was implemented allowed 

for scripting language independence. 

Using events for creating behaviour is a technique that has been used for a long time in aUI develop

ment and is a technique that many virtual environment systems have implemented for creating their 

behaviours. An advantage to using this technique is that it provides a means for allowing novice 

users to specify behaviours, as they do with aUI toolkits. To do this, we introduced the concept of 

sentence junctions for creating the behaviours which allow novice users to specify them. 

7.4 Evaluation 

In this section, we summarise the evaluation process that was used in chapter four to analyse the 

strengths and weaknesses of the system we have developed. 

7.4.1 Virtual environment systems evaluation 

System extensibility 

We have used the power of modularity to provide a system which does not solely rely on any single 

component: every component within the system may be changed and swapped out. It therefore does 

not suffer the same limitations as COOL-VR or the WorldToolkit which only cater for changing 

certain modules, Univ
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The disadvantage of the modularised approach is that there is a defined protocol for communicating 

between modules. Perhaps as some future work, a solution to this problem would be to provide a 

flexible interface for interpreting protocols. 

Separation 

Here again, separation refers merely to the modularisation of the communicating and networking 

components of the system. A networked system and a distributed system differ only in the commu

nication module which is used. 

Multiple application support 

This refers to the application built around the system which would be presented to the users. As this 

deals with user interfaces, it does not form part of the scope of this project. The architecture of the 

system does, however, completely provide for all aspects of virtual environment authoring to be put 

into a single system as the architecture encompasses the modelling aspects as well as the behaviour 

specification aspects and in fact encourages such authoring. 

Multiple world type support 

The concept of meta-authoring tools directly refers to this and will be discussed in the next section. 

7.4.2 Authoring tool evaluation 

Transparency 

The sentence jUllctions that are used allow many of the problems to be abstracted into something 

novice users can easily understand. As they are more descriptive than simple function labelling, 

they allow for better descriptions of the functionality they represent. For example, it is a trivial 

exercise to abstract from the functions for manipulating objects in the X-Y-Z coordinate system and 

into using the Logo-style convention of Forward-Left-Up. 

The architecture of the system also allows for interactively authoring the various stages of an envi

ronment: the modelling process and the behaviour specifying process. Both can be actively worked Univ
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on at the same time without the need for swapping back and forth between different authoring 

applications. The splitting of files for the different tasks greatly helps with this process as well. 

On a lower level, the modularised approach to the system transparently allows users to interact with 

the various modules. As such, the modules can be changed without affecting the user who deals 

only with the interface of the module. 

Instantaneous feedback 

As was mentioned above, because the system allows the various authoring processes to be acted on 

at the same time, changes are immediately seen. Affecting the models in any way does not require 

that anything be restarted and changes can be seen as they are made. The scripting for the behaviours 

also means that nothing needs to be recompiled when changes are made to the behaviours. 

Extensibility and flexibility 

The modularised approach which is used, allows for the system to be easily changed and modified. 

Providing a system allowing modules to be added, changed or extended and have that same func

tionality reflected by the authoring tool poses more of a challenge. Users can interact with modules 

through the attribute variables the modules make available. In this way modules, which could for 

example be used for allowing different interaction devices, can be accessed and used within the 

environment. 

Rapid application design 

The use of sentence functions combined with a form of GUI provides a powerful tool for quickly 

and easily specifying behaviours. This allows prototyping of applications to be done where in fact 

with a minimal set of sentence /unctions, it is a simple matter to orchestrate simple scenarios and 

storyboard ideas. 

7.4.3 Evaluating the Graphics API 

A group of around twenty second year computer science students having no previous graphics pro

gramming skills were required to create a graphical three-dimensional output for an algorithm to be 

implemented as part of an undergraduate programming project. 
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The project itself was to implement a flocking algorithm [46] and to visually demonstrate the algo

rithm at work with various environmental factors. The students were required to create animated 

models and show their movements and flocking behaviour in a virtual world. They were provided 

with only the graphics API (described in section 5.2) to work with and a basic lesson on how the 

API worked in terms of loading models and manipulating the scene graph structure used and how 

such an algorithm might be tied into the API. 

All the projects were successfully implemented with none of the students experiencing any problems 

related to the API itself. The biggest problem for the students was with the concepts involved with 

graphics programming. 

Other problems with the API the students reported included the performance of scenes which in

volved large amounts of objects needing to be displayed (such as with a school of fish). Also, the 

API itself is in control of the entire environment. Students initially found the concept of using 

callback methods and implementing the flocking algorithm around the API to allow for time-sliced 

frames a conceptual problem. 

Although these form valid problems in many graphics APIs, the students were considered to be in

termediate users as they were not proficient in any graphics programming. The projects themselves 

were a useful tool for determining any conceptual problems or flaws with the API. Making the API 

into something that can be used more easily by non-novice users is for future work. 

The CAVES Project 

At the time of completing this dissertation, the CAVES project had been well underway with many 

of the concepts introduced in the dissertation being put into use by the system being developed. The 

authoring system being produced, CAVEAT (Figure 25), is the commercial outcome of the project 

of which the research project described in this dissertation forms a part. 

7.5 End·user Tool Discussion 

Having looked at the various features of many different systems, those features considered useful 

were extracted and combined into a system that would overcome their limitations as compared to 

an 'ideal virtual environment authoring system'. Below follows a brief discussion analysing the 

system against the criterion that was described for the ideal. 
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Figure 25: The CAVEAT authoring system. 

7.5.1 Why a meta-authoring tool? 

Creating a single generic authoring tool for every different kind of virtual environment application is 

an impossible task . This even more so if the author is a non-programmer. A more realistic solution 

is to think of every application as having a context or theme, such as a shopping mall or museum. 

Creating an authoring tool specific to such an application greatly reduces this problem. 

The authoring tool in this sense refers to the tool that novice and non-programming users would use 

to create interactions and behaviours by specifying event-action pairs in the system. A criterion for 

creating these authoring tools is that they be quick to develop. With this in mind, the meta-authoring 

tool would be used to create (through script programming) the necessary conditions and actions for 

behaviours the novice users would use in the context specific authoring tool. 

The meta-authoring tool is then, in this sense, a tool for designing and creating context specific 
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virtual environment authoring tools. 

7.5.2 Shortened development time 

Shortening the development time for creating virtual environment applications has in the past been 

achieved in various ways, the most prominent of these is the move from compiling low-level API 

code towards scripted behaviour. Even so, systems such as Dive and Alice bind the scripting lan

guage being used to the environment. In doing so, they provide a set of functions and methods 

accessible through the scripting language to manipulate the environments. These functions and 

methods are similar in nature to providing a set of APIs. 

The meta-authoring tool provides a minimal sel of language independent functions for manipulating 

the attribute variables in the environment. In doing so, the user is not required to learn, on top of 

the scripting language, the API provided in order to create interactions. For non-programmers, 

specifying behaviours and interactions can be simulated with a simple point-and-click interface 

system. 

7.5.3 Virtual environment complexity support 

Dive and Avocado provide a scripting language to minimally manipulate objects in the environ

ment. They also provide an API written in some low-level language for creating more complex 

interactions. These are then linked into the system and can be called through the scripts. 

In a system such as Alice, the focus has been on overcoming the problem that creating virtual 

environment software is a difficult process. With such systems, the solution is to provide a set of 

automated 'functions' that will allow the user to easily specify the interactions of their world. 

A shortcoming to this approach is that they provide the useful, pre-created and automated functions 

while at the same time sacrificing the ability to extend and expand the system by allowing for the 

creation of new functions. If systems do provide enough flexibility, the process to do so is usually 

difficult and goes against overcoming the concept of "virtual environment software is difficult to 

create". 

In the meta-authoring tool, since everything is represented as an attribute variable accessible through 

the scripts, and the entire environment behaviour functionality scripted, it allows for extending the 

use of functions for the creation of new events. Only at a low-level, such as adding a new type of 
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user interface hardware, or changing the Graphics Module for a better rendering engine, would it be 

necessary to use the API and not the scripts. 

7.5.4 Migrating user support 

Most authoring systems target particular types of users. They provide either support for novice users 

only, or for those users that can program. 

The meta-authoring tool provides the support for novice users, without losing the support for more 

advanced users. In this way, novice user may migrate to using the more advanced features of the 

system. Although the gap that exists between the authoring tool and meta-authoring tool can only 

be bridged by a user learning to program, the users may do so gradually. What this system uniquely 

allows for is the progressive development of a user. 

Novice users may use the provided event libraries that allow them to create interactions. More ad

vanced users may then attempt to combine events. Since the system is scripting language indepen

dent, an inexperienced user may start with, for example, a virtual environment scripting language 

developed for non-programmers [65]. The more experience they gain, the more complex scripting 

languages they can use to develop complex interactions in their worlds. Finally, since the scripts for 

all the events are given, the user may advance by learning through the examples of scripts that are 

provided. 

7.5.5 Configurability 

Most systems do not provide the ability to easily change any of their components. Users are usually 

stuck with the implementation provided by the creators of the system. To overcome this problem, 

some have implemented a modularised system for some components that allow them to, for exam

ple, add new hardware devices. 

Our modularised system allows tor different implementations of a module to be used. It is possible 

to have two of the modules with different implementations running simultaneously. For example, 

both Python and Tcl at the same time as depicted in Figure 10, or use different graphics libraries, 

such as OpenGL or Direct3D. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

Virtual environment authoring systems have grown, although in the past, few systems have been 

targeted to novice users. With increased use, this is becoming a more important requirement. 

We have presented a meta-authoring system that, both on an architectural level and on a user-end 

level, tries to overcome many of the problems present in most systems today. These problems we 

presented as a list of ideals we found lacking in many systems. 

While producing a single authoring system that would be able to create any type of virtual envi

ronment application would be impossible, we have proposed a more progressive system - a meta

authoring tool that rapidly generates a virtual environment authoring system for a particular virtual 

environment solution. 

The system also allows for the progressive migration from novice users to more advanced users: the 

meta-authoring tool being used by more advanced users to produce the authoring tools that can be 

driven by non-programming, novice users. 
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